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Professor Thomas B. Stroup
The National and University Colors
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees, including the Candidates
for Degrees from the College of Law, College of Medicine,
and College of Dentistry
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture
and Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Business and Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
The Candidates for Degrees from the School of Architecture
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Business and Economics
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Faculty of the School of Architecture
The Faculty of the Community Colleges
The Deans of the Colleges and other Administrative Officials
The Vice Presidents
The Official Guests
The Members of the Board of Trustees
The President of the University of Kentucky
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The year 1967 is notable in being the one hundred seventy-fifth anniversary
ofthe Commonwealth's admission into the Federal Union in 1792 as the fifteenth
state, and as the one-hundredth anniversary of the annual commencement at the
University of Kentucky whose first graduating class was in 1867. Today our cere-
monies will give particular tribute to these milestones as we honor our 1967
graduates.
The following description of the academic pageantry is provided for your
, interest.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the
Coliseum through the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and fol-
lowedby the Color Guard carrying the national and state flags and the University
banner. The University Marshal is bearing the ceremonial mace, emblematic of
the authority of the State and the University. Led by Student Marshals the
candidates march behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which
recommended them for their degrees.
The order of march is as follows:




The candidates for degrees:
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Agriculture and Home Economics
College of Engineering
College of Education




As the candidates reach their seats the members of the faculty of the University
of Kentucky march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges
and universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession
brings to the platform the Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various col-
leges, honorary degree recipients, alumni award recipients, Philip D. and Elsie O.
Sang award recipient, Sullivan award recipients, the Vice Presidents, guests, state
officials, and finally the President of the University. As a badge of office the
President wears a medallion emblematic of the history of the State and of the Uni-
versity. The Trustees of the University can be identified by their blue g~wns I
with white panels. They wear blue caps with blue tassels.
ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including Uni-
versity officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and
gown. The basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, re- I
cipients of different degrees wear distinctive tassels on their cap (called Mortar
Boards), and hoods, draped down the back of the gown, of various hues.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelors' or Masters' degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated,
with the exception of those who already hold Doctors' degrees who are privileged














The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to
be worn closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at
the wrist, like the others -. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner.
The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut
away. The gown is designed and supplied with fasteners that it may be worn
open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on
which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors dependirq
on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appro.
priate color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institu.
tion-blue and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and ex.
poses more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree\
which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the
wide panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining
The colors of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for
medicine, and purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctors' degrees are
purple for laws, white for letters, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree
has been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to hii)
honorary degree consists in his being formally invested with the hood.
ORDER OF EXERCISES
PRESIDENT JOHN WIELAND OSWALD, Presidinq
Arnold Blackburn, Organist
PRDCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER .......... Francis Scott Key
INVOCATION-The Reverend Homer D. Carter
Centra I Baptist Church
Lexington, Kentucky
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS . President Oswa Id
GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ......................... Mr. McKay Reed, Jr.
REMARKS. President Oswald
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS. President Oswald
CHARGE TO GRADUATING CLASS Vice President A. D. Albright
PRESENTATION OF ALUMNI FACULTY AWARDS President Oswald
PRESENTATION OF PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD .... President Oswald
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Oswald
Vice President Robert Johnson
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Oswald
ALMA MATER. .................................. ". Carl A. Lampert




The audience is requested to remain seated












.. Glenwood L. Creech
....... Charles F. Haywood




..... Ralph J. Angelucci
........ Ralph H. Weaver
GRADUATE SCHOOL
LEWIS WELLINGTON COCHRAN, Acting Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY'"
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Ronald Louis Akers" Sociology





Philip Ackerman Baedecker .. .. ..Chemistry . .. .... Athens, Ohio
Dissertation: "The Distribution of Gold and Iridium in Meteoritic and
Terrestrial Materials"
Bhola Nath Banerjee** Dairy Science Calcutta, India
Dissertation: "The Levels of Nitrate, Carotene and Estrogen in Forages
and Their Relationshipto the Fertility in Dairy Herds"
Jimmy A. Beshai * .......... Psychology . ......... Lexington
In Dettn-Dissertation: "Behavioral Correlates of Cerebral Dysrhythmia
events"
Joseph N. Binford* History Lexington
Dissertation: "The Politics of Horace Walpole"
Marguerite J. Boercker .. ....... Education ......... Georgetown
Dissertation: "The Effect of an Eight-Week Head Start Program on Read-
ing Achievement as Measured at the End of First Grade"
James Cecil Bryant, Jr. .. English . Jacksonville, Fla.
Dissertation: "Ecclesiastical Controversy in the Tudor Drama"
Scott Bligh Carr ..... Dairy Science ...... Taylorsville
Dissertation: "A Technique Employing the Doppler Shift for Measuring
Portal Blood Flow and Portal-Carotid Differences for Ab-
sorption From the Gastrointestinal Tract"
Genevieve C. Carroll History . .. Lexington
Dissertation: "The! German Confederation of 1815 and the North German
Confederation of 1867: A Study in Continuity"
Ernest A. Chaples, Jr. .. Political Science Lexington
Dissertation: "The Voting Behavior of United States Senators for Four
Selected Issues, 1953-1964"
William Thomas Clark, Jr. .. ..Education
Dissertation: "A Study of Factors Related to
tional Programs in Kentucky"
..... Morehead
the Effectiveness of Educa-
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
** Degree awarded August 5, 1966









Dissertation: "Characterization and Adaptation of Ruminant Pancreatic
Alpha Amylases to Dietary Change"
William Wilson Hume Clay* ..... History Winchester








Tommye Cooper" .... Dairy Science .... LaCenter,
Dissertation: "Analysis of Sources of Variation in Calving Intervals of
Dairy Cattle"
Richard Harvey Cox" ..... Chemistry Bowling Green
Dissertation: "The Solvent Dependence of Geminal Proton-Proton Eou-
piing Constants in Some Saturated Systems"
J. Eliseo DaRosa ........ Economics Lexington ,
Dissertation: "Planning Highway Investment in Argentina"
Charles Henry Daughaday .English Mayfield
Dissertation: "Willie Cather's 'Happy Experimenting': Artistic Fusion of
Theme and Structure in the Novels of Willa Cather"
Bernard Davis. ..Economics Berea
Dissertation: "The Development of Kentucky Financial Institutions 1946-
1964"
John H. DeBerry ... History Lexington
Dissertation: "Confederate Tennessee"
Darrel D. Dobbs* .... Counseling and Guidance
Dissertation: "Tbe Blurred Rorschach: Effects of the Amorphous"
Lexington
Charles Mason Dollar" ....... History Stillwater,
Roll Call
Okla




"Effects of the Embarrassment of the
Ulnar Nerve in the Rhesus Monkey"
Greenville, 0.
Blood Supply of the
Richard M. Dom
James John Duffy* ..... Chemistry Lexington
Dissertation: Some Quinoline Azo and Dlazoamino Compounds"
Ronald M. Enroth ... Sociology
Dissertation: "Patterns of Response to Rural Medical
Life in Eastern Kentucky"
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Practice and Rural
Pinkney David Landers Evans* * ... Education Millersburg
Dissertation: "A Study of the Desirability, Use and Helpfulness of Certain
Selected Orientation Practices in Selected Private Schools"
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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NAME





EnglishDissertation: "Nosce Teipsum: The Study of a Commonplace in
Literature, 1500-1900"
Hermogenes Flores" .. . Biological Sciences Blacksburg, Va.
Dissertation: "Xiphinema Americanum: Population Development and its
Role as a Vector of Tobacco Ringspot Virus to Tobacco"
EveretteHugh Gerlach, J r. Microbiology Lexington
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Leukocytic Hypersensitivity to Active
Tuberculosis Infection and the Specificity of In Vitro Test-
ing for Hypersensitivity" ----
Joseph Martin Garza" Sociology New Orleans, La.
Dissertation: "Race, The Achievement Syndrome, and Perception of Op-
portunity"
DavidStanley HaW" Sociology Lexington
Dissertation: "Socio-Cultural and Personal Correlates of Differential
Orientations of Dental Students to Dentistry"
Robert Pettus Hay History
Dissertation: "Freedom's Jubilee: One Hundred
July, 1776-1876"
Years of the Fourth
Lexington
of
Elizabeth Ann Heard Mathematics Lexington
Dissertation: "A Generalization of the F. and M. Riesz Theorem and
Szego's Theorem to Function Algebras"
Dennis Bry Herd" ..... Animal Science .......... East Liberty, O.
Dissertation: "An Evaluation of Tylosin Boluses for Grazing Beef Steers"
John Robert Holsinger"" Biological Sciences Harrisonburg, Va.
Dissertation: "Systematics, Speciation, and Distribution of the Subter-
ranean Amphipod Genus Stygonectes (Gammaridae)"
Richard Fred Hood* Physics Lancaster, Pa.
Dissertation: "The Study of 19F (d, 0:)110 Reactions at Deuteron Energies
of 1.00 to 2.52 Mev"
James Lebert Howse, Jr. .. Physics Somerville, Tenn.
Dissertation: "A Relativistic Thomas-Fermi Model of the Compressed
Atom"
NAME





Dissertation: "On the Class of Spirallike Univalent Functions"
luther Hoover Keller"" ...... Agricultural Economics .... Knoxville, Tenn.
Dissertation: "Estimating Market Supply Functions for Milk in the Louis-
ville Milkshed from Firm Data"
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
** Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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Govind J iva]! Khudanpur ........ Agricultural Economics Lexington
,ndDissertation: "Entrapreneurial Behavior under Conditions of Scarcity
Famine"
Kenneth W. Lieberman Chemistry Lexington I
Dissertation: "The Determination of Bromine in Terrestrial and Extrater-




"The Accuracy of Active and Passive Positioning of the Leg
on the Basis of Kinesthetic Cues; Synkinesis"
Lawrence Kryan Lynch" Economics .. .. Lexington
Dissertation: "A Statistical Model of Intercounty Commuting"
Bernard L. Madison"" Mathematics
Dissertation: "Clans on Coset Spaces"
Bowling Green
Betty Field Meketon"" .Counseling and Guidance Lexington
Dissertation' "The Effects of Integration Upon the Negro Child's Re-
sponses to Various Tasks and Upon His level of Self-
Esteem"
Frank Stephen Murray" Psychology
Dissertation: "Judgment of Evidence"
Roanoke, Va
Davis Betz Nichols" .. Physics
Dissertation: "Cross Sections of (n, n' 0:)
tassium"
Lexington
Reactions in Chlorine and Po-
...... Diplomacy
Thomas Gordon Nye II"" .... Biological Sciences Lexington
Dissertation: "Effects of Tobacco Etch Virus Infection on the Polyphenol
Oxidase Activity of Subcellular Components of Tobacco
leaf Tissue"
Byunghoon Ohn" Seou 1, Korea
Dissertation: "United States and Southeast Asia, 1945-1954: The Evolu-
tion of American Policy in Southeast Asia"
Oscar C. Page ... History Bowling Green
Dissertation "Critique of the Courrier D'Avignon, 1734-1774"
Narsinhbhai Bhikhabhai Patel" .... Sociology Terre Haute, Ind.
Communication: ADissertation' "Status Determinants of Interpersonal
Dyadic Analysis"
Philip Arthur Phar ......... Animal Science .... Lexington
on Di-
Oxide"
)Dissertation: "Effects of Confinement and level of Feed Intake




........... Psychology Gainesville, Fla.
Effects of Parental Pressure on Judgment in Process
Reactive Schizophrenia and in Normals"
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
". Degree awarded August 5, 1966 ,
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Jesse Emerson Raine . Economics Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Dissertation: "The Tax Status of Religious Property in the United States









Thammaiahgari Ramakrishna Reddy" .. Political Science ..
Dissertation: "India's Policy at the United Nations"
.. Ogden, Ut.
David Hopkins Rembert, Jr. ..Microbiology




Mary Frances Richardson .......... Chemistry Barbourville
Dissertation: "Rare Earth Acetylacetonates and Hexafluore-Acetylaceton-
ates: Preparation, Properties, and Infrared Spectra of Their
Hydrates and Some of Their Adducts"
Harold Clark Rohrs" * Physiology Lexington
Dissertation: "Uptake of Amino Acids by the Rabbit Erythrocyte and
Reticulocyte"
James Pheane Ross Education .. . Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of Selected Early life Experiences and Social Fac-
tors as Related to leisure Activity Choices of College
Freshmen"
Thomas Nash Seay . Biological Sciences Lexington
Dissertation: "Studies on the Rearing of the Two-Spotted Spider Mite,
Tetranychus Urticae (Koch), On Chemically Defined Diets"
Richard Monroe Sellers" Educatio~ . Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of Organization Patterns and Administrative Prac-
tices in Physical Plant Development in Selected Institutions
of Higher learning"
Martin Berthold Solomon, Jr. . Economics .......... Lexington
Dissertation: "Investment Decisions in Small Business"
Barbara June Sullivan .. Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "The Temporal Pattern of Motor Unit Activity During
untary and Evoked Muscle Coot-anon"
Lexington
Vol-
Elwin Nelson Swinerton, Jr. ..Political Science ... Lexington
Dissertations: "Explorations in Administrative-Political Role Relations: A
Comparative Study of American State Executives"
James Thomas Tanner** Chemistry ..




* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
** Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Donald Curtis Taylor Mathematics .
Dissertation: "A Generalized Fatou Theorem for Banach Algebras"
ADDRESS
London
James Tipton Thompson"" Animal Science .
Dissertation: "Utilization of Urea and Added Fat in Pelleted and Meal
Finishing Rations for Beef Steers"
Hazel
William Ronald Usborne Animal Science Lexington
Dissertation: "The Relation of Certain Protein Components and Free
Amino Acids to Quality of Porcine Muscle from Five Dif-
ferent Weights of Hogs"
Harry Ruff White" Agricultural Economics .. Lewisburg, W. Va
Dissertation: "Re-appraisal of Market Movements and Factors Affecting
Prices of Feeder Pigs"
Joseph Emmanuel Willett Psychology Covington




......................... Physiology and Biophysics .\ .
"Studies on the Uptake of Iron into the Erythroid Cell"
Lexington
Ralph Douglas Wood ... Animal Science ...... .. ... Lexington
Dissertation: "Effects of Dietary Proteins on the Serum Protein Profile
and Serum Free Amino Acids of Sows and their Pigs"
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATIOW"
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Emmett D. Burkeen" Foundations Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationship of Certain Personal Char-
acteristics to Acceptance-Rejection Attitudes Toward Pro-
fessional Education Courses Among Teacher Education
Graduates"
William M. Chambers*" Counseling and Guidance Murray 1
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Programmed and Conventional Materials
for Study in Introductory Psychology"
Constantine William Curds Foundations Lexington
Dissertation: "The Academic Performance of Fraternity Pledges"
Richard Allen Davidson ~ Foundations .
Dissertation: "A Study of Personality Traits and Value




Rudolph Valentino Green" Foundations Pine Bluff, Ark.
Dissertation: "Self-Actualizing Values and Occupational Aspirations of
Culturally Different Youth"
" Degree awarded December 2', 1966
"" Degree awarded August 5, 1966








........... Curriculum.. . Corvallis, Ore.
College Advanced Typewriting at Selected Col-
Universities"




Dissertation: "Selected Instructional Practices in Collegiate
Business and Their Use in a Proposed Systems
PatsyH. McGinley . ...... Education . Lexington
Dissertation: "Reading Groups as Psychological Groups: Cohesiveness in
First Grade Reading Groups"
GlennWayne Murphy Foundations Richmond, Va.
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relative Effectiveness of Content and Proc-
ess Centered Biology Laboratories for College Freshmen"
Paul Thomas Nugent Curriculum . Shelbyville, Ind.
Dissertation: "A Study of Selected Elementary Teachers' Attitudes To-
ward the New Mathematics"
Jim A Peyton* . Education Georgetown
Dissertation: "Language Theories of Kentucky English Teachers"
John Haub Pollock * * Administration .. Lexington
Dissertation: "Variations in Perceptions of Educational Issues Among Ad-
ministrators, Supervisors, and Teachers"
Lee Allen Torrence** ..... Foundations ...
Dissertation: "A Study of Factors Associated with





Nan Karrick Ward ........... Curriculum ................... Mt. Sterling
Dissertation: "A Study of the University of Kentucky Community Colleges
with Implications for the Development of Guidelines for the
Physical Education, Intramural, and Recreation Programs"
David B. Watts** Education Versailles
Dissertation: "A Study of Social Characteristics Affecting Certain Over-
Achieving and Under-Achieving Rural High School Senior
Boys as Compared to Their Urban Counterparts"
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION'''
NAME
Louise Booth Lyons * *
Mavis Curry Spa rks





• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
.. * Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS'"
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESI
William Gibson Adams" Geography Millersbur9
Ronald Ray Alexander History Alloy, W. Va'i
Stephen Taylor Allen. .. English Langlej
Arthur Harold Anderson"" English Lexington1
Alvin Lindsey Apple . .. History Lexington
Robert Francis Benner" lnternattonal Economics Lexington
Arthur Sanford Blaiwes* Psychology Lexington
Larry Dale Bracken .. Spanish Anderson, Ind.
Barbara Melton Brown"" English Lexington,
Jacquelin Mease Brummel Music . New York, N. Y,
Charles Orison Carlton" , Sociology ",.,... . Grundy, Vo. )
Edgar James Carlyle" '" Economics .. Bowling Green
Frank C. Carpenter, Jr."'''' Sociology Louisville
John Leslie Carter Political Science Lexington
Sonia Barreiro Cawood"'''' " ..Spanish .. "" Mexico City, Mex.
































Gordon H. De Friese '" '"
James Gregory Dobbins"
William S. Dobkin .....
Robert Lee Dotv" '"
Charles Mayer Dupler, Jr.
Karen Phyllis Dvdo
James Allen Edwards, Jr."
Bonnie Pratt Elosser
P. Douglas Elosser" '"
Spencer Francis England'" '"
Joy Goolsby Famularo" .. "




Charles E. Fotherqill"" ....
Douglas William Frlsble"
Thomas Ralph Ccebe!""
E. Lawrence Goodman" '"

















.. "" Mt. Olivet
....... BellevueI







". McKees Rocks, Pa.
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1966




David Erling Grover" * Psychology
Marguerite Lloyd Heeler" * English
Rita Kathryn Hale English
Barbara Ann Hall* .. English
Charles Rodger Hammons ..Mathematics
Michael Brutus Hargrove* * Economics
Robert Edward Harper" Mathematics
Charles H. Harpole .English
Sara Elizabeth Harris French
Thomas Paul Hatfield History
Dorothy Blake Hill* Sociology
Betty Cundiff Hisle" .... . English
Stephen Gordon Horner" * .Poltttcal Science
Robert Howard* * English
Janice Walker Humble* Diplomacy
Mary Jane Hyde Physical Education
Mary Jane lnman" " Spanish
Ann Perry Jester" English
Mike Jewett ... ..English
Harry Mason Joiner" History
Carol Elaine Lagedrost French
Ruth E. Raisch Lashbrook * English
Jo G. Leadingham. . ..Art
Stephen Edward Lite" Economics
Nancy Ellen Loudenslager French
Janet D. Martin** English
Marita Mathews English
lou Ann McAdams* * Psychology
Thomas P. McCarthy French
Myrtle Mell McDonnell** English
Cap Carden Middleton .. English
Penny Mullens Miller Political Science
Carroll Bruce Myers Mathematics
Sandra Lee Neat French
Jerry Edward Neff French
Guessler M. Normand French
Martin A. Oordr " * .. English
lawrence Franklin Orr English
Gerald Lancelot Otten History
E. Jean Palmer French
Paul Kimberly Patterson English
Sue McCooley Patterson** English
Mark David Petlz * * Art
Ralph Eugene Peterson Sociology
Henry Basil Potoczny Mathematics
Billy Reese Prebble" Economics
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
** Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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ADDRESS
















































........... Anthropology . . Windom, Minn
.......... English Plainfield, Ind.
. History Erlanger
...... English Mt. Sterlirc
...... Political Science. . .. Lexington~
.. Political Science Cannel City
....... History Wilmore
................ English Chapel Hill, N. C.
................. English Cairo, U. A. R.
............. Psychology Lexington
....... Diplomacy and International
Commerce Louisville
Charles A. Shue, Jr. . French .. .. Lexington
William Gale Smith English Louisville
Patricia Spencer" * . .. English Lexington
C. Shannon Stokes" Sociology Lockland, O.
Nancy Duke Stokes" * English Mt. Sterling,
Doris Greene Sutton * * English Lexington
Michael Henry Sweeney Art Lexington
Edward Elmgren Swenson * * Music Whiting, Ind
Carolyn Clay Turner .. . English .. Paintsville
Robert G. Turner Economics Lexington
Walter Frederick Utroske** English ..... Hanna, Ind
Franklin Glenn VanLandingham Mathematics Lexington
James Lawrence Varnell English Sewanee, Tenn.
Eric Douglas Vore History Eastlake, O.
John Carl Wagner English Urbana, III.
Ruth Margaret Wahlstrom* * English Canby, Minn.
Robert George WaiTe English Lexington
Andrew C. Wallace Economics Lexington
Ronald Edward Wiley Psychology Milford, O.
Thomas H. Wilkins Mathematics . Hickory
Rebecca Conley Yaun* * English Lexington




Jacqueline Morgan Rader" * ...
William Thomas Rechtin*
George Woodson Reynolds
Minnie Sue Martin Rlpy" * ..
James Stewart Risner ..
James Vernon Robertson




















* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1966
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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NAME MAJOR SUBJ ECT ADDRESS
Jerry Thomas Bosley Mathematics .. Owensboro
Charles A. Bradley....... .. ..Animal Science Lexington
Benjamin Charles Brewster Mathematics Lexington
Grady Leon Cantrell*"... . Mathematics Lexington
Li Hang Chow Chemistry .. Newark, N. J.
Carole Hamm Cole Microbiology .. Liberty
Philip Ray Dame Animal Science Lexington
Belgin E. Danisman Chemistry Lexington
Sri Hajati Djatie" Taxonomy Bandung, Indonesia
James Joseph Egan" Physics ...... Covington
Joseph Michael Fisher"" Chemistry Highland Heights
Julia Meredith Flores"" Plant Pathology.... Blacksburg, Va.
Peter Halleck Geddes Mathematics Wilkes-Barre, Pe.
T. V. Gopalan ...Physics Madras, India
Gerald Don Hale . Agricultural Economics Lexington
James William Hardin . Zoology .. Inez
Robert Carl Hedlund . Entomology Jamestown, N. Y.
Sondra Edwards Holt"" .... . Chemistry ... Robards
Terrell William Holt Chemistry Lexington
Charles William Hudnall . Mathematics Fairfax, Va.
Jerald Dwight Huffman .. Geology .. Worthington, O.
Rudy Ingwer Hutagalung Animal Science Bogar, Java, Indonesia
Max Edwin Jerrell ...... . Physics .. . LaCenter
William Schmidt Johnson"" Chemistry Lexington
John Randall Keith .. Botany Lebanon
Man Kon Leung ... ..Physics .... ...... Wan Kowloon, Hong Kong
Jack Cornelius Martin"" Mathematics ....... Frankfort
James Hamilton McCroskery Psychology .. Lexington
BobbyOwen Moore"" ..Microbiology Lexington
Alfred Freeman Moses Zoology Lexington
Marjorie Anna Mullen" Physics Benham
F. Story Musgrave" Physiology & Biophysics Lexington
Harold Lawrence Nelson, Jr. Mathematics Olympia, Wash.
James Donald Nelson" ... . Mathematics ......... Paducah
BiauwLan Dey" ..Zoology . Bandung, Indonesia
Charles Lewis Rippy Zoology Lexington
Charlie Ellic Rogers Entomology Peoria, Ariz.
James A. Salyer, Jr." .Botany ....... Falls Church, Va.
James L. Setser"" ..Chemistry Van Lear
Gilbert Thomas Sloan Psychology Lexington
Bennie Dale Slone** Mathematics Lexington
EdwardW. L. Smith" Physics Louisville
EdwardW. L. Smith"" Animal Science.. .. Findlay, Ill.
William Freeman Smith" .Physics Cadiz
Judith H. Sowers" Botany .. Lexington
Jojok Sumartojo** ... .. ..Geology Malang, Indonesia
" Degree awarded December 21, 1966
** Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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NAME











CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE'"
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRES\
Joseph William Barnett * * Dairy Science Clover, S. C.
Shirley Collins Browning .. ..Agricultural Economics Storrs, Conn.
John L Bucy Dairy MCl'1ufacturing Lexington
Edward Emanuel Burkman, Jr Horticulture Wildwood, N. J. \
Frank Samuel Button, Jr. . Dairy Reproduction Lexingtoo
Sai Yoon Chang Plant Physiology Seoul, Korea
Ben H. Crawford, Jr. . ..Animal Science Hodginville
Roger Lee Dardinq" Agronomy Lexington
Jones Reeves Davie Agricultural Economics Hopkinsville
Paul Jones Frields " * Agronomy Mayfield~
David Lawrence Gammon Animal Science Lexington
Arthur P. Graden Dairy Reproduction Lexington
William N. Isgrigg * Poultry Nutrition Shepherdsville
Larry Gene Kennedy* Animal Nutrition Nicholasville
Richard M. Kester" * Animal Science Rochester, N. Y.
David Edwin Kissel Agronomy Haubstadt, Ind.
Avief Mansjur* * Horticulture Bogar, Indonesia
Edward Del McMahan Horticulture Nicholasville
James Lee Menees Agronomy Guthrie
Richard Hanley Money, Jr. * Agricultural Economics Richmond
Larry Clinton Morgan*. . Agricultural Economics Sturgis
John Cart Parr Entomology Lodiburg
Raymond B. Reneau, Jr. * * Agronomy Albany
John Houston Sanders Agricultural Economics Kirkwood, Mo.
Jack Handy Snyder" .Agronomy Shepherdsville
Bedjo Soewardi * Dairy Nutrition Bogor, Indonesia
Clifton L. Taylor Agricultural Extension Franklin
Kenneth E. Webb, Jr. . ..Animal Nutrition Fairfield, O.l
John Knox Wills* Agronomy Frenchburg
Kenneth E. Wray*" Animal Science Kevil
James D. Wright** Agricultural Economics Constantine






* Degree awarded December 21. 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
••• Degrees not previously awarded will
ments are met
be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
22 l~----
NAME
Phylinda Allison Lampe" *
Joyce Ann Wood* * '...
MAJOR SUBJ ECT ADDRESS
Lexington
. .... Princeton
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING'"
NAME









Paul French Haggard .
Victor M. S. Martin . ..
Woodson Wallace McGraw, Jr. * .
James Gordon Music ..
Thomas Milton Rachford** .. .
Kenneth Joseph Seefried, Jr. * .
James Ray Villines








. Jacksonville, Fla .
.............. Lexington
........................ Lexington




Robert Glenn Bluethman .'
William Weller Boyd .







Alfred A. W. Fiedler ....




















* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966




James A. Kunkle Lexington
David Howard Lenderking Versailk
Thomas Leroy Musto * Lexingtor
Leroy R. Robbins Lexington
Nadipuram Desikachar Saddanandan* * Sion, Bombay, India.
John Timothy Skinner" * Lexingmn
Robert Smith * Lexington
Abor Tambunan** .. Djakarta, Indonesia
David Wesley Terry......... .. Lexingtoo
Reese S. Terry, Jr. * .. Mt. Sterling
James Edward Trotter" Lexington
George William Van Cleave** LexingtOff
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE








William Dicky Bushmiaer ..
Barry Curtis Kockler . .. ..
James Patrick Moore, Jr. .. ..
Edward Ellett POllard ..
Bobby Frank Sammons .
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING"""
NAME
William Albertus Abell, Jr ..
Clarence Bond Beaudrot ..
Bobby Allen Flynn
Tongam H. Loebis . .. .. ..
Ballard Terry Mahurin*
















* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1966
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8,1967, if. all require
ments are met
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION'''
NAME
Brenda Bcoke Allen ....
MarjorieH. Anderson * ..
SusanPrice Arena" ....
Garland L. Arnett" *
MarionFrancis Atkinson * 'It
Mildred Schirmer Ayer*" .
FranklinKenneth Babcock" .
JamesWilson Back .
Alice Cameron Baker" * .
William Ray Baker
RaymondVictor Bard * ..
Carole Noble Beard
Joyce Hamilton Berry .







Larry Max Brown .....
Margaret Alcorn Brown *
Elizabeth Lee Brumfield






William Virgil Chambers* *
EarlThomas Cogan
John M. Cole * * ...
Palsy Ruth Cook * *
















................ .. .. Lexington
.. ... Frankfort
... Lexington





















• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
H Degree awarded August 5, 1966











Gayle Davis Ewing** ...
Patricia Ann S. Faulkner" *
Eleanor M. Fergerson
Joyce Plonk Forrest" *
Frances A. Fowler" *
Joyce Anita Freer
Maureen Wall Garrison** .
Anne Cline Gillian* *
Karen Diane Glass**
Sara G. Gudmundsen
Joseph Andrew Hall ....
Robert Everett Hall
Willa Anne Hamilton** ..
Charles Don Hancock"
Evelyn Jane Harrison** .
Alice R. Deasy Hart" *
Dorothy Leone Hartley" *
Earl Alexander Hodson, Jr. * *
Evelyn Rice Holbrook * .
Janice Croley Hopkins
Beverly J. Hopwood** .
Sharon Howard
Joyce Ann Hunt
Merle Allan Insko** .
Beulah Reeves James * *
Eugene Reginald Jones ....
Allan Eugene Kennedy" *
Sam Peter Killgore**
James Logan Kirkland* *
Thomas Strother Kiser" * ..
Billy Ray Ladd .
Donald Wade Lawson**
Freda Grace M. Lerner
Gene Granvil Lewis
Glenva Starcher Lewis" .
Charles A. Lincoln




















































* Degree awarded December 21, 1966





Jean Reed Martin ..
Mary S. Matthews * *
Patsy Sue McGee *
Margaret Scott Miller* * .
Edgar Milton Minor*
Lydia Lee Moore
Ollie Cornett Morgan '"
Marcella Roark Mullins





Donald Wayne Patterson * *





William Louis Reinig, Jr. *
MaryAnn Luce Robinson ,..
Michael Edwards Robinson * *
Charles Ronald Rosensttel
Mary D. Roser* *
Marion Knox Royal * *
Patsy Lanette Russell * *
Ronald Lee Sabel" *
Anita Janeane Sanford" *
Carol Lyn Schultz
Anne Shaver Sheffer
Gwendolyn E. Sherman * *
Miriam Birch Siegel
Andrades Amentha Smith










GladysLee Watson * *
* Degree awarded December 21,1966



















































Burtis K. Webb .
Anne Holbrook Welsh**
Lawrence McKendali Westbrook**
Virginia Nell Westbrook** .
Jeffrey David White* *
Ann T. Whitt* *
Betty Shipp Williams .
Donald Eugene Witt* * ..
James Wyrick ..













CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION'"
NAME
Dempsey Bailey" *
Elsie Jackson Barr ..
Alva Calloway Bennett**
Charles Wayne Byers" * ....
Nancy Marie Campbell * *
Wilson Glenn Collins" *
Jesse Elmer Eversole**
Ovid Ray Fowler" *
Harold Clay Grooms**




William Andrew Joiner** ..
Jimmie Judge**
Edwin R. Newport" * ..
Raymond Howard Peake" .
Leonard Donald Ralph* * .
Bronelle Skaggs* * .
Philip Ray Smith** ..
Ruby Faye W. Summerhill** .
Esta Pearl Tackett* *
Larry Joe Wells* * .
Samuel Earl Whitaker* *
Ruth Rice Williams ..






























* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1966
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION'"
NAME ADDRESS
WilliamAinslie Bowers ,..........•........... So. Williamson
Charles M. Casper Louisville
Jack Lee Caudill* Lexington
Paul Daniel Fitzgerald* , , , Lexington
Don Jeffrey Fleming 1< •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Lexington
ClydeHobson Foshee, Jr Louisville
Jonathan Stuart Gaciala* Yonkers, N. Y.
RonaldWilliam Gossett" Bellevue
ThomasCarlton Hankins So. Ft. Mitchell
EdgarDinwiddie Holladay Lexington
HughCarter Holt* Lexington




JohnWilliam Mitchell II * Lexington
CharlesThomas Murrell III Lebanon, O.
ThomasTheodore Raymond Lexington
CraigHenry Ritchie* Lexington
EdwinPhillip Scherer III Louisville
Lee Allen Scott Lexington
PeytonLarue Simpson Lawrenceburg
Claude Kenneth Smith** Richmond
Ida Shfow-Hwa 500* Tainan, China
JohnGarrard Spenver Lexington
Ronald Lee Tarvin .. Lexington
WilliamAllen Tolman, Jr. Lexington
Michael Edward Vetter Louisville
HughManning Walker, Jr. .. Lexington
RufusElton White Welch, W. Va.
EdwinR. Wyma* . Lexington
















• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966




Emily Margaret Dawn** Knoxville, Tenn.
Elizabeth Cullen Deurloo Gainesville, Fla,
Alice Virginia Dodd* Louisville
Shu Fang* * . Lexington
Aurelia Roberta Gardiner* * .. .. Dry Ridgl
Ann Roberta Gehlen Seattle, Wash.
Mary Fant Gerard* Louisville
Patty Jayne Hatcher" * Madisonville
Ellen Carpenter Hellard" * Versailles
Sandra Towell Higel Beaumont, lex.
Bobby Earl Holloway.......................... Middletown
Elizabeth Bull Howard Versailles
Lucille Tate Keating* * Lexirqte
Claire Coleman Kelly Pikevllk
Jennie Scott Lair. . Cynthiana
Tzu-hui Liu Taipei, China
Judith Kathryn Matheny.................................. Stanforo
Anne Young McConnell............... Winchester
Grace McGaughey Lexington
Constance Ann Mills** Reed
Harry John Onufrock * Ft. Thoma
George Wright O'Rourke" * Lexington
Raymond Alford Palmer" Louisville
Genevieve F. Parker.... Portsmouth, Va
Lala Claire Payne Dry Ridge
James Welch Pitts" * . Louisville
John Neil Ritenhouse* Galesburg, III,
Barry Roger Scott * * Providence, R.I
Carol Ann St. Andre* * Cincinnati, 0
Stephanie H. Welden * * Englewood, Fla
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC'''
NAME ADDRESI
John Allen Alexander Margate, Fla
Jackson Haag Chadwell * Henderson
William Lee Elliott Louisville
Claude A. Fouse" * ., " .. ,........................................... Paris
James William Jones, Jr. * * Sacramento
Anna Laura Page Bowling Green
Amzie Drew Parcell Butler, N. J.
William Dyer Probus . Louisville
John Sheppard Trevvett, Jr. * * . Richmond, Va
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966




Forrest Ann Tudcr" * ....




CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH'"
NAME
Thomas L. Boehling, Jr. *
ADDRESS
Lexington
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
** Degree awarded August 5, 1966.** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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COLLEGE OF LAW 
PAUL OBERST, Acting Dean 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR*** 
NAME ADDRESS 
James E. Arehart ........................................................................ Mt. Lakes, N. J. 
H. Gene Baldridge* ....•...........•........................................................... Lexington 
Anthea Mary Barnes .. . . . . . . ... .. ..... .. . .. . . . . .... ... ... . . .... .. . .. ... ....... ... ... . . . . .. .. . . . . Morehead 
James William Barnett .................................................................... Harrodsburg 
Robert F. Barrett* ............................................................................ Flemingsburg 
Owen D. Basham ................................................................................ Owensboro 
Peter Franklin Beasley .......................................................................... Covington 
Kenneth Don Bishop* ........................................................................ Fairfield, Ill. 
Paul Wilson Blair .............................................................................. Morehead 
John Paul Blevins* ................................................................................ Edmonton 
Charles Victor Boarman ........................................................................ Owensboro 
Paul Edgar Braden* . . .. . .... . . ...... .... . . .. . . . .... .. .. ... .. . ... . .. .. . . . ... . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . Middlesboro 
Clay McDowell Brock .......................................................................... Lexington 
Daniel Duncan Brock, Jr ....................................................................... Lexington 
John Allan Bryant, Jr ....................................................................... Owensboro 
Bing Irvin Bush* .................................................................................. Lexington 
Thomas Allen Carroll . . . .. . . . . ... .. . .. . ... . . . . . .... .. .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. .... . ... .. . .. . . . . . Owensboro 
George Robert Carter ................................................................................ Hazard 
Joseph Larry Cashen .......................................................................... Owensboro 
James Peter Cassidy, Jr ..................................................................... Lexington 
Robert Lee Caummisar* ........................................................................ Louisville 
James Kevin Charters" .................................................................. Springfield, 0. 
James Howard Childers .......................................................................... Frankfort 
Maurice Ronald Christopher ...................................................................... Murray 
James Allen Combs .......................................................................... Lexington 
Karl Norman Crandall .......................................................................... Lexington 
David William Crumbo ............................................................ New Albany, Ind. 
Elmer Cunnagin ........................................................................................ McKee 
Stephen Morris Cutshaw . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. ... . . . .... .. . ... . . . . . . . . . .... . . . .. .. .. ... ... . . .. . . Lexington 
Peter Malcolm Davenport* .................................................................. Lexington 
Herman M. Dayton .............................................................................. Lexington 
Herbert Deskins, Jr ..................................................................... West Van Lear 
Eunice Hall Diachun ............................................................................ Lexington 
Thomas Lee Duke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Owensboro 
James Derriel Elam .............................................................................. Grayson 
Joseph Leslie Famulare ........................................................................ Mt. Olivet 
Jack Dwain Fowler ............................................................................ Lexington 
Jackie Howell Franks .............................................................................. Jackson 
William Hugh Gorin .......................................................................... Greensburg 
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966 
* • Degree awarded August 5, 1966 
• • • Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met 
32 
NAME ADDRESS 
Forrest C. Gorman . .. .. ...... .... .. .. .... .. .. . .. .. ... . .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .... Frankfort 
Paul Francis Guthrie .................................................................. Dyersburg, Tenn. 
Harry L. Hager ........................................................................ Hamlin, W. Va. 
Hugh Benjamin Hall, Jr ......................................................................... Pikeville 
Lloyd James Hankins ..... . ....... ......... ........ ............ ............................ ........ Hebron 
William Robey Harris .. .. . .. ... .... .. ....... ........ ................ ... .......... ... ........... Franklin 
Lionel A. Hawse .... . . .. . ... . .. . .... .. . .. .. . .. ............. ... . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... .... Lexington 
John Steven Henson ... .. .. .. . .. .... .. . .. . . .. ..... ... .. .. . ..... . .. ...... .. .... . .. ... .. .. . .. .. .. . Lexington 
John Douglas Hubbard* ...................................................................... Bardstown 
James Clark Hudson* ........................................................................ Frankfort 
John Claiborne Hunsaker 111 ........................................................ Lake Zurich, 111. 
David Raymond Irvin ............................................................................ Lexington 
Edward Louis Johnson* .................................................................. Owensboro 
Stephen Howes Johnson ........................................................................ Paintsville 
Fred George Karem ............................................................................ Louisville 
Gerald Thomas Kemper ........................................................................ Monterey 
Paul N. Kiel . .................. ...... ................ ........................ ....... ..... .. ......... Lexington 
David Edward Klein ............................................................................ Lexington 
John Faris Lackey .. ........ ......... ........... ........... ......... ............ ....... ... ... ... Richmond 
John Richard Lange .................................................................... Bronxville, N. Y. 
Jimmy Leon Lindblad .............................................................................. Paducah 
Gary Lee Littleton .................................................................................. Grayson 
Addison Mitchell McConnell, Jr ........................................................... Louisville 
Robert Joseph McDaniel .. ......... .......... .................. .... ..................... Millersburg 
Emby A. Mc Keehan** .. . . .. .. ... .. .. ... ... .. .. .. . .. . ...... .. .... .. .. .. . ......... ...... .. .. .. .. ..... Corbin 
Otto Lawrence Mielke* ...................................................................... Owensboro 
Maurice L. Miller, Jr.* ........................................................................ Lexington 
Patrick H. Molloy* ........ ... ... ............................ .... ....... ........... ... . .. ...... Lexington 
Tebbs Shewmaker Moore ... ... . . .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. ... .. .. .. .... . .......... .... ...... Harrodsburg 
Morrell Eugene Mullins ...................................................................... Richmond 
Laura L. Murrell . ... .... .. .. . ......... .... ........ ... ..... .... .... ..... ....... ... .. .. .. . . .. . . . Lexington 
Larry Allan Neuman .............................................................................. Lexington 
William C. Oldfield ....... ... .. ....... .......... ........ .................... ............. .... .. Covington 
Katherine Elizabeth Parry ............................................................................ Paris 
James F. Perkins ................................................................................ Bardstown 
Larry Scott Perkins .............................................................................. Frankfort 
George Chilton Piper ................................................................................ Midway 
Warren Nicholas Pope .......................................................................... Lexington 
Melvyn W. Price .................................................................................... Lyndon 
Frank Reaves, Jr. .. . .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. ..... .. ...... .. ... . ... ... . ... . .. .... . .. . . . .. . Lexington 
John David Repko ..... ...... ... ..... ........ .................. ..... ....... ..... ............. ... Lexington 
Robert Houston Rice ............................................................................ Carmi, 111. 
Wade Franklin Richardson . . ............ .... ..................... ................... ... ....... Irvington 
Raymond Lewis Roberts ................................................................ Waban, Mass. 
Jimmy Don Robinson . .. .. .. .. .. . ................. ..... .. . .. ... .. ... .. .. .. ..... ... .. .. . .. .. .... .. .. Kevil 
Alan W. Roles* .................................................................................... Louisville 
Robert Lee Rose . . .. . .. ... .. . ... ... .. .. .... .. .. . ..... .... ... ..... .. . .. .. .... ... .. .. .. . . .. . .. . Winchester 
Harold Douglas Rouse .......................................................................... Verona 
Harry Joseph Rust* .......................................................................... California 
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966 
.. • Degree awarded August 5. 1966 
33 
NAME ADDRESS 
John Clarence Ryan, Jr. ...... .... . ....... ...... .... ......... .. ................... .............. Lebanon 
William Maurice Scalf .... ........... .. ....................................... ......... ... ... . Lexington 
Adolph Duane Schwartz ........................................................................ Louisville 
Phillip David Scott ................................................................................ Lexington 
Ronald G. Sheffer ................... ....... ............................................. ...... ... Henderson 
David Carlos Short* ......... .... ... .... .......... .... ......... .. ..... .. ..... ...... ................... Harlan 
Judith Ward Smith ........................................................................ Bowling Green 
Robert E. Spurlin* .. .. .... .. .. ...... ......... ........ .. ..... ...... .. ........... ......... ... ....... Richmond 
James Gordon Stephenson* .... ............ ..... .. .... ............... .... ..... ........ ..... Lexington 
Alec G. Stone . .. . . .. .. . .. ... .. ... ..... .. .. . ... . .. .. . .. . . .. . ......... .. . . .. ....... .. . . .. .. . .. ... .. Lexington 
Thomas Cornelius Sturgill ............ .... ....... .. ....... .............. .... .................. Lexington 
Charles Andrew Taylor .... ............ .......... ~ ............................................. Lexington 
David Haley Thomason ............................. ........................ ........... ...... Cave City 
Thomas Franklin Towles* .................................................................... Lexington 
Jerry Cam Traylor** .................................................................... Bowling Green 
Henry Clarence Tribble ............... ....................................... : ............... Morganfield 
Ann Woodruff Truitt .......................................................................... Lexington 
John Samuel Turner ........ ..... ..................... ..... ............................. .... Winchester 
Ned Franklin Tyler ............. .... ...... .. .... ..... ........................ .. ...... .. McLeansboro, Ill. 
John Michael Vittone .. .. ... ....... ... . .. .. . .. ... . ... . ........... .. . .. ... .... ... .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . Lexington 
James T. H. Waitman ........ ....... .. .......... ........... ....... ......................... .... Owensboro 
Donald Woodford Webb .................................................................... Whitesburg 
John Kendrick Wells Ill ...................................................................... Paintsville 
Stephen Pettus White 111 .................................................................. Hopkinsville 
William Rayburn Whitledge ............................................................ Madisonville 
Joseph Morton Whitmer .................................................................... Sacramento 
Chappell Roy Wilson ................................................................................ Cadiz 
Earl Stevenson Wilson, Jr ................................................................... Lexington 
Gene Arnold Wilson ...... ....... ................ .......... ................ . .......... .............. Louisa 
Verla Sue Wilson .................................................................................. Danville 
Jerry Donald Winchester* ...... .... ..... .............................................. ... Whitley City 
Lister Witherspoon IV* .......... ....... ....... .. ................ .. .... ........ ......... . Nicholasville 
Bardie Clinton Wolfe, Jr.* .................................................................. Norton, Va. 
Robert Ta-Chih Yang ... ....... ................... ... ............ ..... ..... .. .............. .... ... ... Berea 
David Lee Yewell ..... .. .. ........................ .... .......... ............................. .. Owensboro 
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966 
• • Degree awarded August 5, 1966 
34 
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
TOM FRENCH WHAYNE, Acting Dean















Patrick Paul Desmond, Jr.
Stanley Lawrence Demski, Jr.
Robert Perkins Dillard
Phillip Edward Donley ..
John Herschel Freer
J. Michael Freiberg ..
James Richard Gavigan















James William Mullen ...
Beth Harriett Penrose
William Devaughn Pratt .
Joseph Robert 'Puqh











































l ••• Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-ments are met
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NAME ADDRfSI
Emanuel H. Rader New Zion
Joseph Henry Rapier, Jr. Paintsville
Elmer B. Ratcliff . Hazard
Glynn Edwin Reynolds Waynesbur~
Charles Ronald Rogers Ashlano
Clyde Norman Rolf Dayton
Ivan Roubal, Jr. . Lexington
Stephen Barry Saltz Binghampton, N. Y.
James Paul Scheller ~ Henderson
Alan Craig Schold .. Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Edward Ephraim Sperber .. New York, N. Y.
James Michael Stearns Covington
Garnett Jones Sweeney, Jr. .. Llbef
William Michael Weinstein Bronx, N. Y,
Jerry Duke Westerfield Hartford
Larry Haynes Westerfield Hartford
Larry Shearal Wigginton .. .. Philpct
Aubrey Daryl! Wills Mt. Sterling
Frank Stephens Wood .. Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Wright Brea, Calil.
36
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
ALVIN LEONARD MORRIS, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE'"
NAME ADDRESS
CharlesEdward Atkins, Jr. Columbus, Miss.
Larry Douglas Bates .. McDowell
Thomas Jerry Blevins Campbellsville
EdwardElam Bruen Hebron
DavidAllan Buchanan Madisonville
Martin Joseph Campbell, Jr " Bowling Green
Randall Monte Carter II Louisville
John Heard Clements Moultrie, Ga.
AndrewPickens Collins Chester, S. C.
BillyScott Cook . . Shelbyville
MarkVincent Davis Williamsburg
JosephOwen Dunkum .. Nancy
DavidArno Flanagan Russell Springs
James Edward Fleming Scottsville
WadeHampton Frazier 111 Roanoke, Va.
JohnHershel Frick Louisville
JamesWhite Gover Mattoon, 111.
GeorgeRiley Gunn San Antonio, Tex.
GeorgeBenson Hines Colton, Calif.
JeromeDean Hopkins Tremont
John Bruce Inman Louisville
SamuelMeredith Johnson, Jr. . ... Louisville
JudsonMcClung Knight Danville
MichaelHarvey Lerner .. Lexington
Joe Kenneth Ligon . Madisonville
JerryLee Matheney Catlettsburg
MarionDenver Miniard Cornettsville
John Andrew Moore Louisa
len William Morrow...... Burnside
BenjaminWilliamson Nero Greenwood, Miss.
FrankColeman Pate, Jr. Atlanta, Ga.
HarryMartin Plummer, Jr. Vanceburg
NormanJack Pokley . . Utica, Mich.
JosephHosey Rexroat, Jr. Lebanon
Jack Elvis Sanders .. Cadiz
KeithLeRoy Small.... .. Conway Springs, Kan.
KennethDavid Snawder Louisville
Bennie Lloyd Sumner Princeton
WilliamFrancis Wathen Uniontown
... Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
PAUL CHESTER NAGEL, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS'"
NAME






























































.. English and Speech
... History
.... English and Speech
.. English and Speech
...... English and Speech
.. English and Speech












































• Degree awarded December 21, ] 966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966













.. Psychology . .
... Topical Field: Art and
Advertising
Jane Jackson Bray... . .. English and Speech
Ann Lige Breeding .. Spanish
NancyJoanne Brelsacher" * Psychology
Priscilla Dane Bridgewater Topical Field:
LouiseKelly Brock .Art
Walter Willeford Brown, Jr. * English and Speech
Charles Oldham Bruce III Chemistry
MacyeH. Buckner English and Speech
MarilynTweel Bullock .Psychology
Dennis Addison Cain .... .Psychology
James William Cammack * * .Arts-Law
Camtle Mason Campbell Social Work .
Carolyn Ray Campbell" * Radio, Television and Films
EdwinS. Campbell, Jr. . .Polttlcal Science .
Karen Elizabeth Campbell Political Science
Sandra Maria Carbonell** Social Work
Deedra Lou Carlson" History
Jerry Wayne Carlton * * .Htstorv
Stanley R. Carmack Radio, Television and Films
Carter B. Carr Chemistry
Myrtle Anne Carr French
Barbara Gene Carter .. English and Speech
James Edward Carter" * .Sociology
Robert Payne Cave Chemistry
Eliiabeth Pillow Chambers Art
Kenneth Lowell Chastain History
FredGeorge Christensen .. History
Joseph Thomas Clark" English and Speech
Kate Alexander Clay History
BonitaSue Clayton* Art Education
Georgia Anne Clem Social Work
Mattie Frances Cobb Spanish and Italian
Sandra Lee Cochran Sociology
BruceSutton Coleman, Jr."'''' Military Science
John Wickliffe Collins Chemistry
Sandra Kay Colltns " Speech Pathology
Kenneth Lee Combs Chemistry




Henry Howell Bradv" *
MaryKatheryn Brady
Jean Haumueller Brand" *
Carol Jane Brandon" *
Margaret Annette Braswell
George James Braun
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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ADDRESS














































...... Topical Field: Social and Biological
Basis of Behavior .... Grosse Pointe, Mich
David Earl Coovert" Political Science Lexington
Marietta Copeland English and Speech Paris
Harold L. Crockett History Versailles
Myrna Carlson Crosby" . .. Sociology . Louisville
Charles Russell Current .. Classics Paris}










................. English and Speech
...... Political Science





.............. English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts
............. History .










... Radio, Television and










George Larry Conley* *




Thomas Andrew Dale II
John Thomas Daughaday



















Anne Talbott Etltston" *






Frederick Campbell Ferguson *
Mary Anne Fetner
Joan Ruth Fiero
Margaret Rebecca Fietz ..
Richard Eugene Fitzpatrick *
Robert Wallace Fleishman
Lois Ann Fletcher" *
• Degree awarded December 2', '966























































MariIyn L. Ga II
JamesM. Gallery, Jr. *.
Robert Gregary Gardner*





Roberta Long Gossman ......
Robert Lee Graler .
Judith Thompson Grant
Marjorie Anne Grant









Joe Frank Hamlett ..
Joyce Ann Hancock
DorisDiane Harn














.... Topical Field: Biological and
Physical Basis of Behavior .... Nicholasville
.English and Speech Covington
..... Zoology Lexington
........ Political Science Harrodsburg
... Chemistry Scottsville
...... Radio, Television and Films Nicholasville
........ Chemistry Lexington
..... Art .... Georgetown
.... Sociology Bowling Green
...... Social Work. . Lexington
.. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts North Chili, N. Y .
..Radio, Television and Films ... Louisville
...... Political Science Danville
..... ~iology Ludl~
.......... Political Science Georgetown
... Physical Education Louisville
..... English and Speech Alexandria
..Sociology Anchorage
..Political Science .... Cincinnati, O.
..English and Speech Kennett Square, Pa.
....... History Lynn, Mass.
. .... Political Science Elizabethtown
..... Political Science Newfoundland
..... English and Speech Midway
.... French Springfield, Va.
... English and Speech Henderson
. .... Arts-Law Lexington
... Social Work. Mayfield
.... Chemistry Whitesburg
....... Theatre Arts Louisville
... Chemistry Middlesboro
..... English and Speech .... Sulphur
......... Psychology ... Daytona Beach, Fla.
.............. Political Science Lexington
. ..Chemistry Louisville
... History . . Columbus, O .
.Sociology Kent, Wash.





..... English and Speech
.Historv












• Degree awarded December 21,1966
*' Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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NAME
Arnold John Houchin * *
Mary Anna Hovey
Jordon Wyatt Howard IV*
Myra Bine Howard









Shi rley Mack Jeter" *
Suzanne Jetr " *





Evelyn Rose Karnes ..
Barbara Jean Keith
Karen Phyllis Kennedy" *
Lowell Daniel Key
Richard Julian Kidwell
Connie Sue Kinney* *
Charles Lewis Kirk
Beata Marianna Kolaja *
Michael J. Kowalsky
Harry Frederick Kramer
John Pottevenr Lackey" *
William Orner Lamb, Jr.
John William Lancaster IV*
Roy Edward Lang*
Manfred Harwood Ledford
Gwendolyn Gay Leet .
Carolyn Lteberman " *
Arthur Clinton Litton II * *
James Glase Lockwood, Jr.
Craig Tolliver Love
Susan Beth Lubin ......
Judith Elaine MacDonald* *

















































.. English and Speech ...
.. English and Speech




..... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Cynthiana
........... History ..... , Maysville
................... Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
......... Economics Cambria Hgts., N. Y,
... Philosophy Louisville
.. History Lexington
. English and Speech Lexington
............. Sociology Lexington
..Sociology.... Stoughton, Mass.
.. Political Science Lexington
. ... Social Work Lexington
...... History Lexington
.... Arts-Law Charleston, W. Va
. ..... Political Science The Plains, Va,
.. Psychology Lexington
.... Topical Field: Recreation .. Silver Spring, Md
..... Sociology Pittsburgh, Pa .
.Political Science Louisville
. .... Chemistry Cincinnati, O.
.... Sociology New Rochelle, N. Y,
..... Sociology Rlchrrore




* Degree awarded December 21, J 966
** Degree awarded August 5. 1966
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Ralph Lamont Marquette, Jr. * History
Miguel Angel Martinez .. Political Science
Susan Harmon Masters English and Speech
DavidLawrence Mathews English and Speech
G. Emmett McCaW * History
Marcia Dianna McClure* sociology
John Elwin McCracken Chemistry
linda Sue McDaniel Anthropology
Alan Richard McDonald Psychology
LindaAnn McDonald .. History
Kathryne Slate McDorman History
Jennifer Sue McNew* English and Speech
Francis Joseph Mellen English and Speech
Michael Tyrone Meredith Radio, Television and Films.
J. David Miller .. Political Science.
Max Harkless Miller Psychology
Richard Frazier Miller* * Political Science
CherylJayne Mitchell* Political Science
SueCarrol Moberly* English and Speech
Patricia Ann Montgomery History
William Gregory Morgan III Chemistry
Constance Ann Mullins History
Frank Keith Nall Sociology
Joe Herman Nickell English and Speech































Leonard Niel Plummer, Jr.
Theodore Pochter " *
David Anderson Polk
John Wright Polk III *
John Virgil Porter
Robert Roderick Porter
DavidGallimore Powell * *








• Degree awarded December 21, 1966













































































....... English and Speech ....
...... .Soc!al Work ...
....... Topical Field: International
Relations






. Arts-Law . ..
. ..Social Work



















John Bissell Roberts, Jr.
Patricia Lee Robinson" .....
Nancy Elizabeth Robison
Roger A. Roeding*
Wickliffe Scott Rogers III
Carolyn Jean Roles
David Walter Ross* *
Robert Paul Ross










Edward Joseph Schlachter" *
James George Schworer
Gloria Jean Scott .
Darcie Gaye Searp ..
William Hardwick Sewell II
Billy Davis Shannon ......
Roger Shannon
Joseph Wayne Sharp ..
Elizabeth Moseley Shelby ..




Homer Skaggs, Jr. * * ....
Betsy Jean Skinner
Cheryl Kaye Smith
Edgar Allen Smith * *
Gary Randall Smith
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966














































Wappinger's Falls, N. Y.
...... Louisa1
NAME MAJOR SUBJ ECT ADDRESS
Linda Ann Smith .. ..Social Work Little Rock, Ark.
MaryLynn Westmoreland Smith* .Zoology . . Ft. Carson, Colo.
Meredith kee Smith Speech Pathology....... ... Toronto, Canada
CarlMartin Smits" Art Paris
James Dunn Sory* .. Political Science Frankfort
Victoria Jeanette Spain" Art . .. So. Orange, N. J.
Wendell Ervin Sparks Political Science Vanceburg
AlanCarl Sproles Chemistry . . .. Mt. Sterling
John Garfield Stanley ..Chemistry Trenton, N. J.
Susan Anne Stearns" Radio, Television and Films LaGrange
Lowndes F. Stephens Economics .... Frankfort
Margaret Jane Stevens Social Work Louisville
William Cameron Stone Political Science Frankfort
Nancy Ellen Storey" . .. Psychology Middlesboro
Ann Carol Straus .. English and Speech Louisville
Daniel Harris Sussman History .. Paducah
John William Sutherland History Prestonsburg
Douglas Bruce Taylor* .. Political Science Louisville
john Douglas Temple History Louisville
Martha Gene Thebaud History Bowling Green
Elbert Dent Thompson, Jr. . Chemistry Lexington
DawesBuckley Thomson History .. Lexington
Angel Edward Trujillo Political Science Tampa, Fla.
Michael Andrew Urquhart .... . .. Philosophy ...... Scarsdale, N. Y.
Patricia Mary Van Note Sociology ....... Anchorage
Jane Vickery Art . . New Orleans, La.
LoisVickery. .. Art .. New Orleans, La.
Carolyn Von Gruenigen French Corbin
James Robert Wager* * Psychology Hyde Park, N. Y.
Mary Jane Wagner* * Political Science .. Louisville
Jerry Lee Waikins Chemistry .. ...... Covington
Paul Richard Wakeland History Madisonville
John Charles Walker* ..Arts-Medicine Maysville
Robert Francis Wantanen* Psychology Lexington
John Duffy Watson" * Psychology Bowling Green
Charles Dalton Weaver .. ..Sociology Lexington
Charles Seldon Webb** Political Science Lexington
Maria E. Weber* English and Speech. .. Kingsport, Tenn.
Ralph Edwards Wesley Economics Carlisle
Oscar Frederick Westerfield Economics Hartford
Judy Wilson Whiteley Sociology Carlisle
Richard Emil Whorrall Psychology Lexington
Virginia Lee Wick English ........ Millville, N. J.






William Lay Wiley* *
Michael Edward Williamson
Michael Boyd Wood * *
Emma Laverne Woody*
~Degree awarded December 21, 1966


























Richard Gary Antolovlch * * l\lIathematics Cynthiana
Manuel Barry Arnett Mathematics Lexington
David Woodford Averitt Chemistry Versailles
Lloyd Neal Baker Geology Benton~
Robert James Borders Psychology Radclilt
Douglas Richard Bott " Zoology Louisville
Patricia Louise Bowen Psychology Cinnaminson, N.J
Sharon Thompson Broadwater" Zoology Middlesboro
Clarence David Brown" Microbiology Savannah, Ga,
Felix Ewing Bryan Mathematics Hopkinsville
George Daniel Burg* Zoology Owensboro
Leo Thomas Burka Chemistry .. Lexington
Hugh Arch Campbell, Jr. * ..Zoology Louisville
Glen Russell Carpenter" Zoology Louisville
Clark Lewis Carthrae Zoology Louisville
James Loyd Clarke ..Arts-Law Maysville
Raymond P. Cloutier Psychology . Anchorage
George Mason Combs Zoology Lexington
Paul Stephan Combs .. . Psychology Prestonsburg
Josiah Hart Cornell, III Geology So. Ft. Mitchell
Dennis James Crosby" * ..Mathematics & Astronomy Louisville
Richard Metcalf Crutcher .Physics & Astronomy Lexington
Michael L. Damon* Mathematics Industry, N.Y,
Carolyn Sue Darnell Topical Field-Physical Therapy York
Terry Lee Davis ..... .. Chemistry Louisville
Theresa Davis" Microbiology Earlington
Melvin Franklin Dolwick * Zoology Hebron
Joseph Maxmillian Domaschko* Physics Erlanger
Larry H. Eblen .Mathematics Frankfort
George B. Elkins ..... Zoology Jenkins
John Theodore Emig .. Physical Education Lexington
Ernest Paul Fowler* Psychology Harlan
James Gilbert Frazee" Zoology So. Ft. Mitchell
Edward Mahlon Fritch, Jr. .. Mathematics Chattanooga, Tenn
John Terry Ginn Mathematics Louisville
ADDRESS
Mayfield
Gate City, Va .
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1966




Linda Kay Gohlke"" ..Chemistry
Margaret Ann Goolsby Psychology
McDonald Gray, Jr. . Mathematics
Carter G. Hackney"" Zoology
Jerry Ray Hamilton"" ..Mathematics & Astronomy
Henry Scott Hankla .... Microbiology
Christopher Joseph Harrison .. Zoology
Benita Collen Hayes Zoology
Richard Bruce Heintz Zoology
Gloria Jean Hughes" Botany
Michael Anthony Hurter"" Mathematics & Astronomy
James Edward Jefferson" Arts-Medicine
GaryWelch Jewell Zoology
Jack S. Jones Psychology
Jack Wayne Kennedy Physics
William Dennis Larkins" .. Physics
John William Martin ..Psychology
Helen Mateer"" .. Physics
Mary Ellen A McElfresh Physics & Astronomy
Thomas William McElfresh Physics
Pamela Gay Metcalf Topical Field-Physical
Robert Winslow Miller" Mathematics
Terry Lynn Miller Microbiology
James Elisworth·Mills Psychology
James Saunders Nash ..Chemistry
Charles Garry Nichols Zoology
James Alan Nimocks ..Microbiology
Russell Monk Norton .. Zoology
Joseph Ray O'Daniel, Jr."" Zoology
Frederick L. Osborne"" Microbiology
Michael Jesse Osolntk" Geology
Richard Larry Padqett "" Mathematics
Edward Vance Peck" Geology
Thomas Lee Piercefield .. Zoology
LoisJean Points Topical Field:
Jose A. Prada Psychology
Ronald Judson Pryor ..Zoology
James Francis Purdon" .Zoolocv
Phillip Russell Queen -Chemlstrv
RalphThomas Richardson, Jr. -Psvcholocv
Muril Lynn Robertson Mathematics
Quentin Tony Robinette" Zoology
David Michael Rowlett" -Phvstcs
Robert Lee Samuell 111 ..... Mathematics
Sue Cochran Schanding ···Mathematics
Robert Allan Shapiro ····.. Botany
Shelby Allen Sherrod .. -Chemlstrv
Carlton S. Shier 111 . ·········Mathematics



















































• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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NAME MAJOR SUBJEeT ADDRESI
Dorothy Clements Smith ..Mathematics Lexingtoo
Kenneth George Smith Geology Lexington
Luther Gilmer Smith* Zoology Beattyville
Mackaye Walter Smith* Chemistry Danville, III,
Harriet Dean Sologic Microbiology . .. Ashlana
Harry Richard Spokes .. .. Zoology Oreland, Po
Warren Widau Sproul" Zoology Wars<VI
Janet Glo Stokes" * . ..Microbiology Lexington
John Andrew Stream . Zoology Sturtevant, Wis, f
Tommy Carla Sullivan" Hygiene & Public Health Lexington
Karl William Swartz Physics Lexington
Thad Fenton Thomas.. . Zoology Morning View
John Julian Tudor Microbiology Lancaster
Robert Raymond Wallace Zoology Louisville
Thomas Lee Ware . Zoology San Carlos, Calil.
Theodore Ralph Wessendorf Chemistry So. Ft. Mitchell
Ira John Westerman Chemistry Muldraugh
Richard Charles Worley* Botany Wilmore
Carl Edward Wright .Chemistry Prestonsburg
John Arthur Yeager Psychology Charleston, W. Va.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM'"
NAME
Barbara Anne Chambers" .
Susan Temple Combes ...
Ronald Wolford Gholson ...
Walter Matthews Grant
William Russell Grant" *
Phyllis Combs Herman
Ronald D. Herron ..
Sandra Kay Hewitt.
Gary G. Huddleston"
Hal Lynn Kemp* .

































* Degree awarded December 2', '966
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1966
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC"
NAME ADDRESS
William Lloyd Adams, Jr. . Lexington
VirginiaSharpe Arnett . Lexington
James Sherwood Darling .. Cincinnati, O.
Robert Wayne Dolwick Lexington
BonnieDickens Greene .. Lexington
Dorothy Elizabeth Hendry . Huntsville, Ala.
Patricia O'Hara Higgins* * Hopkinsville
Winifred Ann Johnson" Monticello
Michael William Jones .. .. Lexington
Cecile Haydon Moore . Hopkinsville
Terrie Anne Mountz Winchester
Marcia Braun Paddock Lexington
Hatdis E. Pyle Hustonville
Judith Elizabeth Warren . Owensboro




Joyce Th;un DeGraffenreid *
Charla Hanson .
Beverly Harris Komara
SallyRay Ledford * *
Mary Patricia Spencer .







.............. . ...... Louisville
Kowloon, Hong Kong
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
••• Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
WILLIAM ALBERT SEAY, Dean





Thomas Dudley Arkle .




















































Cyri I Sheldon Dodge .
John Robert Effinger ..









Kenneth Woodrow Haines, Jr .....
Thomas Taylor Hammond
Henry Thomas Hardy 111
Ronald Neal Harmon"
Raymond Howard Heffington, Jr. **
Charles N. Jones
• Degree awarded December 2 J, J 966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
••• Degrees not previously awarded will
ments are met
be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
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NAME
Susan V. Jones .
Klint Edward Kelley
Clyde Lewis Kirtley
David M. Lashbrook *
James Michael LeGrand
Sandi Lieb


















Robert Roland Sharp" *














































CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS'"
NAME















• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
••• Degrees not previously awarded will
ments are met
be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
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NAME ADD:i
Martha Lee DeMyer . . Fulton
Jean Kirk Evans" Lexington
L. Joyce Ferguson ...•.. . West Liberty
Rasa Larisa Hllpovs" . Sioux Falls, S. D.
Charlotte Ann Fay. . ... Fulton
Elizabeth Caroll Gander Pari,
Yvonne Yates Giles Lexington
Michele Marie Hennessey....... . Lexington
Carole Elizabeth Hulette Frankfort
Betty Sue Johnson .. .. . Lancaster
Nan Chandler Johnson" Lexington
Shirley Ann Jolly............ Louisville
Joyce Robinson Kulinna . lynch
Jean Allen Lankford Perryville
Mary Thomas Manly....... Lexington
Marilyn Mae Martin Pittsburgh, Pa.
Linda Ann Moss .. .. Horse Cave
Carol Lee Nantz .. Cincinnati, O.
Judith Carolyn Price Shelbyville
Marilyn Ruth Stanfill Harlan
Glenda Sue Sullivan Ransom
Sarah Bridgman Webb. . .. Summit, N. J.
Brian Ann Wells Paintsville
Julie Caldwell Wells* Glasgo\\'
Helen Lilly Wheat ..... . Taylorsville
Mary Frances Wright Lexington
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
52
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
ROBERT MORTIMER DRAKE, JR., Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING'"
NAME
Terence Charles Black *
Amos Grover Hill* ....
HershelRichard Reed"
BarryLynn Skaggs ....







CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING'"
NAME ADDRESS
BillyJames Arimes . Lexington
Tommy Arimes .. . Lexington
John Harlan Barry Maysville
John Hillman Bennett Lexington
JosephThomas Boggs Harrodsburg
Charles Chi-Chieh Chiu Taiwan, China
John Jewell Davis" Lexington
Werter Lewis Drake * * Murray
JamesDenzil Fannin .. West Liberty
JohnJames Gay...... .. Jamestown, N. Y.
DidiDuane Gilliam Greenup
WilliamLeslie Ginger III . Madisonville
RobertPatrick Green Clinton
DanielCraig Greer. .. Wheelwright
PaulThomas Heffner Louisville
FredBurgess Holbrook, Jr. Paintsville
RalphHunt . Majestic
JoeDavid Johnson . New Carlisle, O.
RichardCarroll King* Pittsburgh, Pa.
JamesRoger Kute Jeffersontown
RonaldThomas Lankford Olive Hill
LarryGene Peyton Henderson
ClarenceEdward Purcell.... Caneyville
WilliamLewis Geiger Russell .... Ashland
HudsonCary Smith .. Louisville
RobertClarence Tapp .. Corydon
Thomes Craig Tolliver .. Ewing
WilliamLynn Wittwer .. Crestwood
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
••• Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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James Franklin Adams" '"
Yasin A. Alkhoja ...
Joseph Woodrow Allen
James Benjamin Ashmore






















David Michael Hendron" *
Larry Kent Hi1l*
Terry Harlan Kaler







Carlos Fix Miller* *
Otis Gi Ibert Newman ..




















































• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5. 1S66
... Degrees not previously awarded will
ments are met
be cente-red as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
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NAME




John Ellis Sirles 111
Earl White Sizemore *
Samuel Louis Waddell* ..
James Marion Walker .
Frank Bernard Wessendorf III
Phillip Henry Wilkins" *
Dennis Lynn Willaman
larry Edward Workman










. ... So. Ft. Mitchell
Murray
............................. Bellevue
................................ Huntington, W. Va.
.............. London







Paul David Brown .
Herbert Raymond Campbell, Jr. *




lisandro del Cld Menendez .
Tyler Anthony Downs*
James Patrick Dye .
Thomas Lee Frields
Jeffrey Byron Geagley*
Woodrow Liggett Grayson, Jr. *
John Eliot Greenwell* .
John Lawrence Griesel
Charles Terry Hays .
Harold Wade Hill* .
William Bertrand Hornback.
Gary Lynn Houchens ...
Thomas L. Howell*
Dennis Gerald Hughes .
Bruce Allen Johnson** .































..... Sparta, N. J.
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
U Degree awarded August 5, 1966




Dan Logan Lamkin* . Magnolia
Robert Dennis Luken ..........................•............................................ Covingto~
Guillermo Fernando Luzio* Lapaz, Bolivia, S.A.
Randall A. Maddox** , , , , Madisonville
Roger Winston Marcum** , Lexinqten
William Tandy Milam* Russellville
Wallace Payne Norris Richmond
Joe Scott O'Conner .. Union City, Tenn.
David Russell Payne ...• . .. , ",' Lexington
Charles Stephen Price.. .. Lexington
Joe Frank Riley* .. Calvert
Waller Massie Scott, Jr. . Simpsonville
Stanley James Spicer" * Ft. Thoma,
Robert John Stoltz* .. Middletown, N. Y,
Bingham Pierce Stolzenburg* Ft. Lauderdale, Fla,
Faramarz Motamedi Tafreshi . Tehran, Iran
James Woodward Tipton Hickman
Larry Kent Trivette" Frankfort
James Richard Valentine. .. Hornell, N. Y.
Harry Steven Warford* ". .. Paducah
Thomas Wallace Webb.. .. Henderson
Lonnie Ray Williams. . London
William Banks Williams ClintOl1
Richard Gale York Thornton
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING'"
NAME ADDREII
Charles Embry Anderson Mayfield
Jerry Wayne Anderson** Lewisben
Fertdoon Fred Barkehanai .. Lexingron
Thomas Henry Baron. Tonawanda, N, Y.
Kenneth Elwood Brandenburgh . Lexington
Frank George Brockardt, Jr. .. Wheeling, W. Va,
Bruce Paul Brooks .. Orlando, Fla.
Ralph Clinton Carter" . Paris
Thomas Lee Clatv" . Mayslick
Paul Delbert Conkel * .. Lexingron
William Howard Connor, Jr. . .. Paducah
Lewis Berkley Davis" .. Washington, D. C.
James Larry Detherage* , , , , LoretlG
Elijah Lee Dillion Independence
William W. DuBourg " , Louisville
Tony L. Dutton Jernestoe
Constantin Etingher* Lexington
Steven Jacob Fellner" Brooklyn, N, Y.
.. Degree awarded December 21, 1966
.... Degree awarded August 5, 1966
* .... Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8,
ments are met
1967, if all requir~
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NAME ADDRESS
FredPorter Francis** Indianapolis, Ind.
RobertStephen Frields " Henderson










WilliamStephen Johnson, Jr. '" Owensboro
KentE. Maggard'" Grahn
MichaelEugene McGlone Ironton, O.
RobertJohn McHardy Baltimore, Md.
AlanPage Miles Russellville
KennethLee Murrell Hamilton, O.
AlfredEugene Oakland New York, N. Y.
AlfredDennis O'Dan!el Louisville
JohnWalter O'Danlel Lebanon
ClydeCuster Phillips III Louisville
HaniPillman" Lexington
FloydMills Pollock, Jr. * Madisonville
LarryMichael Rayburn Ashland
RonaldHugh Reed .. Lexington
JohnnyLee Roberts Paintsville
BobbyGlynn Smith * * . Paducah
Gary Webster Smith Calvert City
DennisMorgan Stephens * * Prestonsburg
PhilipIrvin Stumbo" Harold
JohnMartin Thomas III Maysville
KennethEvan Trice** .. Paducah
CharlesDale Wagner, Jr. Lexington
DennisRa Weaver* Louisville
JohnEmory White . Lexington
DavidGraham Wilkins Mayfield
SidneyLamar Wyatt'" .. Frankfort
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING'"
NAME ADDRESS
JamesEdwin Bennett" Pike Viewll:~:;~si~:,~,~:.~:~s..... .......•••.••••••••••......••.••••.•..••••••••..••..••.•.•.•.:1::::~~~,~~~~
RahnMoyer Huffstutler . Greenville
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
.. Degree awarded August 5, 1966
.. , Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of Mav 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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Ronald Edwin Calhoun** .
Jon Edward Kelly" .





. ..... Beirute, Lebanon
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
.. Degree awarded August 5, 1966




LYMAN VERNON GINGER, Dean
CANDIDATESFOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION'"
NAME MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
JudithHouston Adams** Social Studies Madisonville
SandreGayle Adams* Mathematics . Adairville
SarahJ. H. Adams Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Rose Adler Mathematics Annandale, Va.
CatherineFrances Allison History, English Lexington
JeanLouise Anderson * * ... . Elementary Education Jeffersontown
JohnRobert Andrighetti* Biological Sciences. .. Grapeville, Pa.
JudyCrumbaker Ashmore" * Elementary Education Lexington
DorothyJean Atkins* * Elementary Education Lexington
Judith Anne Atkinson**.. .. Physical Education Ewing
StephenKirk Atkinson" * ML:sic .. Ewing
Coralee Baker" * Elementary Education Lexington
CarolBanks Elementary Education Franklin, O.
Marianne Banta . English, History Lexington
DonnaRandall Barkehenat Elementary Education Cincinnati, O.
KarenAnn Barnes* Elementary Education Fairmont, W. Va.
NancyJane Barnes History Cincinnati, O.
NormaKays Barnett" * Elementary Education Harrodsburg
PatriciaMorris Barnhill" History Frankfort
DoloresS. Barr Elementary Education Benham
Lallah lee Barringer Elementary Education Valley Station
HowardGarry Beach" Health & Physical Education Lexington
Dianelouise Beck Elementary Education .. Louisville
RuthAnn Belgrade .. Business Education: Secretarial .... Louisville
Barbaralynne Bentley .Elementary Education, Special
Education: Mentally Retarded ..Whitesburg
BarbaraL. Berend History, English LaGrange, [II.
WilliamHaven Betts .. Elementary Education Sturgis
JoyceElaine Billings .... Elementary Education Louisville






KellyDarrell Boqqs "" Elementary Education
JohnEdwin Bond* * History, English











• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
.. Degree awarded August 5, 1966
to. Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA ADDRE5I
Bradford D. Bounds Health & Physical Education .. Bluffton, Ind,
Theresa M. Bradley* Health & Physical Education Chicago, III
Cynthia Joan Branaman Elementary Education Lexington
Lorette Marie Brautigam German, History Forest Hills, N. Y,
Deanna Helen Brewer** English Wincheste
Katherine Ann Brezovec Health, Physical Education &
Recreation .. . Baltimore, Md
Betty Carol Bright* Elementary Education Elk-Hom
Helen Britten" * Social Studies. .. Marion, lnd
Victoria Elizabeth Buhlig Elementary Education Milton
Barbara Ann Burchett Business Education: Secretarial Lexington
Nancy Hayes Burress .. Special Education: Speech &
Hearing .
Jane Ann Buyalos Elementary Education
Jacqueline Malone Cain** Spanish .
John Wiley Cain Health & Physical Education
Suzanne Ross Carman Elementary Education .
John Wayne Carroll Business Education: General
Business .. Ashlarnl
John Larry Carter** History Lexington
Linda Merle Carter . Elementary Education LexingtOll
Judy Eileen Carwell Elementary Education Louisville
Mary Constance Castle" History Russell
Ronald Allen Cathey" Political Science, History Lexington
Rebecca S. Caton .. Social Studies Corydon
Lynne Chadwell Special Education: Speech &
Hearing ..... Henderse
Janet Coble Chestnut" Elementary Educalion . . Lexingtoo
Anita Janett Childress" Physics, Mathematics West. Paduca~
Helen Spillman Chipman" * Elementary Education .. Verona
Ernesteen Chislom Elementary Education Haria!
Laura Compton Christ Elementary Education Lexingtor
Patricia Ann Christopher" * Mathematics, Physics. Winchester
Nancy Franklin Church Elementary Education .. .. .. Lexinqte
Claudia Diane Churchill Elementary Education Fords, N. J.
Billy C. Clark English . Lexington
Katherine Elaine Clark* Elementary Education Indianapolis, lnd
James Dewey Clay Biological Sciences Inel
Alice Lynn Schuster Clements Elementary Education Lexingtor
Ruby Vann Clonts . Elementary Education Atlanta, Ga,
Nancy Jean Coffman . Elementary Education, Special
Education: Mentally Retarded .. Frankfort
Terl Ann Cohen" Elementary Education Louisville
Sarah Manerva Coldiron Elementary Education Carrollton.f
Earl Dennis Collins** .. ..Social Studies Printer
Charles Edward Combs** Biology Middletown, 0
Linda Cheryl Conley .. Physical Education Ashlan
Roberta E. Connery Elementary Education, Special






* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
*. Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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MAJOR OR AREA
..... History, Political Science
.Elementary
Education
John H. Coppinger* * ..Social Studies
Jo Ann Cornett" * Elementary Education
Ann Scott Covert" . . History
Callie Ann Cowden .... . Elementary Education
Darrell Thomas Cox" Physical Education
Maurice R. Cox History
Beverly Gayle Coyle Social Studies
Kathryn Reed Craddock . Business Education: Secretarial
Gusta Marie Austin Crawford* History
George Michael Crawford * Speech & Drama
MaryScharff Creech Elementary Education, Special
Education: Mentally Retarded Louisville
... History, Political Science Hebron
..... Elementary Education Aurora, Ind.
.... Art, Speech, Drama May's Lick
............ French Somerset
............ English . Lexington
..... Elementary Education Lexington
... Social Studies .•.. Lexington
..... Elementary Education Independence
........... Elementary Education, Special Education:
Orthopedically Handicapped Lexington
.... History Paris
..... Art, History Bellevue
........ Elementary Education Bowling Green
....... Elementary Education Greensburg
. ..Elementary Education Lexington
.... Mathematics ..... Frankfort
...... Biological Sciences .... Southgate, Mich.
..... English Hendersonville, Tenn.
... Physics Jackson
.... Elementary Education Louisville
............ Elementary Education Lexington
............. ..Elementary Education Covington
..... Elementary Education Lexington
.. Elementary Education Lexington
.......... Elementary Education, Special Education:
Mentally Retarded St. Louis, Mo.










Sue Ellen Dorton ..
~ Martha Henkel Drach * *l Kenneth Maurice Durkin" ....
• Degree awarded December 21,1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
NAME
Walter B. Conway





Judith Lynne Hury Crull
Margaret S. Cutshaw







Margaret A. Davis ....
Anne Dawson Dawson *
Richard Velten Day* *
MaryVirginia Dean
LindaMatton Deaton * *
DebbieAnne DeMoss
PeggyAnn Devine
Marlene Leah Deye ...
Mary Ellen Dickenson *
Dianna Diecks * *
Donna Lee Dietrich .
Mary Lynne Dingus*
Judith Anne Dodge *
ADDRESS
Frankfort




























Veronica Lucia Eskndqe ""




Betti Kaye P. Florence
Gene M. Florence, Jr.












Judith Ann Goff .
Judith Anne Martin Goins"
Robert Edward Golden
Deborah Blake Good* *
William Earle Gorman
Nancy Ann Grace *
Mari lyn Graves
Sharon Wasem Graves ..
June Sharp Grigsby* *





Vicki Ann Hale .
Hugh Benjamin Hal" Jr. *
Sharon M. Hall .
MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESI
..... Elementary Education Versailles
.... Elementary Education Nashville, Tern
.... Elementary Education, Special Education:
Orthopedically Handicapped. Fort Thomas
........... Elementary Education Louisville
......... Elementary Education Ashland
.. ..... Biological Sciences Springfield, III.
........ Health & Physical Education Louisville
... History Lexington
..... Health, Physical Education and
Recration Russell Springs
...Elementary Education Lexington
.. Biology ... Cincinnati, O.
·..Art Hodgenville
...Mathematics, English Lexington
... Biological Sciences Granby, Conn.
..... Mathematics, History Lexington
...... Elementary Education Lexington
...... Business Education:
Secretarial





.... .Speciel Education: Hearing and
Speech Lexington
........... Business Education: Secretarial .. Hopkinsville
......... History Rtchlend, Wasn,
.Busfness Education: Secretarial .. Brandenburg
...... Elementary & Special Education Lexirctca
... Biological Sciences ... . Holyoke, Mass
,.. Health & Physical Education
& Recreation


































* Degree awarded December 21,1966
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA
WilmaJean Clark Hall* * Business Education: Secretarial
BarbaraKay Hanna Special Education: Speech &
Hearing Therapy Lake Forest, Ill.
..... Mathematics, Special Education:
Speech & Hearing Franklin
Ieelda Ann Hardin" * Business Education Valley Station
PhillipLee Harig History . Salt Lake City, Utah
CarolynGuthrie Harlin History Bowling Green
ShrleneFaye Harris** Elementary Education Lexington
MelindaHull Hathaway"'* Elementary Education Louisville
FbssieB. Hayden ..Elementary Education Nicholasville
MargaretWills Hayden*'" Elementary Education Campbellsburg
DonnaLois Haydon Biological Sciences Lexington
LoisJean Hayes Elementary Education Paintsville
WilliamGardner Hayes** Speech, Drama Margarita, Canal Zone
NancyKatherine Heektn Art ... Anchorage
minorBickford Henderson Elementary Education Louisville
VivianRussell Henson English London
MarthaClare Hibner Special Education: Speech
and Hearing. . Fountaintown, Ind.
.... Special Education: Speech
and Hearing Louisville
AmandaNewell Hicks ..... Elementary Education Midway
DorisJean Hill .. Business Education: Secretarial Benham
JudithAnn Hipple Elementary Education Morristown, N. J.
AlmaTerry Hirsch" * English . Lexington
CarolAnn Holmes" English Lexington
Susan1. Hukill Elementary Education Paris
JudithWills Humble Elementary Education Lexington
BrendaJane Hutchinson Business Education Princeton
LanyMichael Jackson Social Studies Ashland
Sname Cheatham Jackson" Art Lexington
JacquelineDean Jenkins . ..English . Lexington
I
BonnieLou Johnson English Jamestown, N. Y.
JudithDellinger Johnson" Elementary Education Lexington
StevenLee Johnston Health and Physical Education Dayton, O.
BarbaraAnn Jones History, Biology.... . Paris
BettyAnn Jones" Elementary Education Salvisa
CeceliaAnn Jones" English So. Ft. Mitchell
JeanS. Jones" * Elementary Education Florence
MajorDmitri Jcne-. * Elementary Education Pembroke
MargaretJean Jones E!ementary Education Lexington
VivianHobbs Jones" Biological Sciences Lexington
MildredWilson Juett" Elementary Education Berry
WarrenLee Kempf History Depew, N. Y.
lena E. Kemplin** Elementary Education California









• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
.. Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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MAJOR OR AREA
........... History, Political Science ....
... History, Special Education:
Mentally Retarded ..... Altoona, Pa .
... Elementary Education Ft. Thomas
........ Health and Physical Education Loulsvlie
.. English Lexington
............... Elementary Education Dayton, O.
............ Elementary Education Hinsdale, III,
. Mathematics Henderson
.............. Elementary Education, Special Education
Mentally Retarded Lexington
...... Physical Education, Special Education:
Orthopedically Handicapped
Conneautville, Pa
........... History ... . .. Lexington
.......... Elementary Education Southgate
.... French So. Ft. Mitchell
..... Science Louisville
............... Elementary Education, Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Lake Geneva, Wis,
Robert Roy Kunkle French . . ... Lexirqten
James Henry Lamb Science Sturgis\
Linda Helen Lear "" Elementary Education . West Salem, III
Patricia Gammon Lee ...... .. Elementary Education Lexington
Vicki Sue Leet ..Elementary Education .... Lexington
Carolyn D. Lentz Elementary Education Lexington
Kay Leonard ...... .. History Springfield, III.
Elizabeth Cline Leslie English Carrollton
Carol Jean Leu Business Education-Secretarial ........ Louisville
Donald B. Lifland ... ..Social Studies ... Syosset, N. Y.
Clarence Larry Logan* ... Health, Physical Education
and Recreation .......
Janet Caldwell Longbons** ... Elementary Education
Joseph K. Lowid* .. .. Elementary Education
Linda Stokes Loy... . Elementary Education
Patricia Kay Manon Elementary Education
Anthony Manzonelli History, Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mary Jo Marcuccilli Elementary Education Lexingtoo
Mary Dolores Markham Social Studies Vine Grove
Frances Secrest Marlette Biological Sciences Georgetown
Mellana Lee Mason .Btoloqical Sciences Ashland
Deanna Marsh Mauldin* ..Mathematics Lexington
Shirley J. Maxwell* ... .Buslness Education-Secretarial Lexington
Martha Fairleigh May* * Elementary Education Louisville
Susan Jean Mayer .. English Arlington, Va,
Robert R. McCarthy* .Elementarv Education Malden, Mass.
Sandra Works McChord . Elementary Education Lexington





Gene Calvin King ......
Sally Justine King*
Julia Ann Kiser













Penns Grove, N. J
Greenville
Lexington
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
** Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
.Business Education-Secretarial .. Nicholasville






...... Elementary Education Millersburg
. History Lexington
.. ..Social Studies Salem, Va.
...... Elementary Education Pikeville
. Social Studies Bowling Green
..... Spanish, History .... . ..... Wilmore
..Business Education: Secretarial .. Shelbyville
. Elementary Education Mt. Sterling
. Chemistry Lexington







........... Health and Physical
Education Sinks Grove, W. Va .
....... Biological Sciences Louisville
............. Elementary Education, Special
Education: Speech and Hearing London
..................... Elementary Education London
........... Elementary Education Lexington
.......... Business Education: Secretarial Lexington
........ Elementary Education Lexington
............. Social Studies Bonnyman
............. Elementary Education Lexington
..... Elementary Education Louisville
.. ... History ...... St. Joseph, Mo.
... Elementary Education Lexington
..... Elementary Education Lexington
................. Health and Physical Education Louisville
......................... Social Studies Huntington, W. Va.
.... .Soclal Studies Evansville, Ind.
..... Elementary Education Lexington
. Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Louisville
... Elementary Education St. Petersburg, Fla.
... Physical Education ........ Florence
... Business Education: Secretarial Lexington
..... English, History Jackson
.......... English, Social Studies Lexington
NAME
Cecil Jean McClary* * .
Mary Patricia McClintock
Gary D. McCracken *
Sarah Lillian McCrary*
Lee Michael McCune *
Ann Louise McDaniel ....
Phyllis Ann McDaniel.
Kay Ramey McDonald* *
Pamela Jean McDowell .
Frances Deatherage McGown *
Linda Rose McMillen .....
Lea Mathis McMullan* .
Shirley Ann McNabb ....
Daniel Maben Meachan *
Shirley Ann Meador .....
Marianna Burd Meadows
Habeeb M. Metry* * .....
Brenda VanHoose Meyers









Jimmie Glenn Moore *
Wanda Jean Moran
Elaine Kay Morris.
Melinda Ann Morton *
















Sharon Gail Norsworthy ..
MaryMagalene O'Connor" *
Patricia Louise O'Connor"
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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MAJOR OR AREA
.. Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Richmond
Joseph Valentine Olszewski History ..... ......... Alden, N. Y.
Donna Sowards O'Nan**... . Elementary Education Lexington
Roberta Jean Denton O'Nan Elementary Education Henderson
Beth Ann Oremus Elementary Education Lexington
Carolyn M. Ormond" .... ..Elementary Education Lexington i
Carol Ott Elementary Education Louisville
Jacqueline U. Overbey" Elementary Education Lexinctce
Larry Joe Pack * History, Physical Education Jenkins
Margaret Brown Page Elementary Education Columbus, Ga.
George Persons" English Allen
Barbara Lynn Partin .. Eng lish Louisville
Lynn Elizabeth Patterson Elementary Education Louisville I
William Jennings Payne* Science Larkslare
Margaret A. Davis Peck Elementary Education Lexington
Retha Jane Perkins .. . Elementary Education Hazard
Priscilla Kathryn Perrault .Elementary Education Park Forest, III.
Billie Kay Peterson Special Education: Speech &
Hearing Therapy
Jeri Elaine Pfaffenbach* Elementary Education
Ann W. Philbrick Elementary Education
Peggy E. Kennedy Phillips Elementary Education
Martha Isaacs Piper" * . English . . .
Sharon Imogen Porter** English
Wanda LeMaster Powers Elementary Education
Martha Jane Probus" .... ..Elementary Education
Sarah Ann Quisenberry .... Geography
Carol Ann Rabe ..Elementary Education
Vallory Anne Radtson .. Elementary Education
Gloria Mae Raisor" Elementary Education
Mary Ann Rogers Ramey Elementary Education ..
Linda Merriel Rankin . English ..
Jane Elizabeth Rees Elementary Education .
Mary Hannah Rees" Biological Sciences ..
Mary Elaine Rein" ..Spanish .
Elizabeth Daugherty Riefkin* .English, Social Studies
Glenda Ann Rinehart .English . .
Julius Ritchie** Biological Sciences .
Susan Rae Robertson Elementary Education
Chester David Robinette** Social Studies
Linda Kaye Robinson Business Education
Patricia Lynne Rogan French
Judith Alan Rose" .. .. Elementary Education
Roni San sweet Rosenthal * Elementary Education
Anne R. Ross ... ... History, Political Science
Charles Ross Rothermel English

































* Degree awarded December 21 '966










Mary Patricia Sharp .












Jane Ellen Spangler* *
Robert C. Sparks, Jr.
David B. Sparrow" *



















Thelma Rose T ereml
Katherine Ayars Terrell
Omeda Hadden Terry" *
MAJOR OR AREA
....... Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy Louisville
.. History, Political Science .... Mt. Carmel, Ill.
........... Elementary Education Louisville
.......... Elementary Education Ridgewood, N. J.
.......... Elementary Education ...... River Forest, III.
.............. English, History.............. Benham
........ Elementary Education Paducah
........ Business Education: Secretarial Sharpsburg
...Elementary Education Lexington
.. Special Education: Speech &
Hearing Therapy So. Ft. Mitchell
... Elementary Education Campbellsburg
.Elementary Education Sandy Hook
...... Science Mt. Sterling
.. Physical Education Lexington
....... English . Harlan
... Elementary Education Versailles
..... English Lexington
... Physical Education Lebanon, O.
. Elementary Education Taylorsville
.......... English Owensboro
...... Elementary Education Ashland
.. Social Studies Ashland
...... History Mt. Eden
.Elementary Education Lexington
................. History Louisville
......... Elementary Education Louisville
..... History, Political Science Louisville
...... Biological Science Louisville
.......... Health & Physical Education Lawrenceburg
... Mathematics Lexington
.Elementary Education .. Louisville
.... History, Physical Education Taylorsville
...... History Bellevue, O .


























• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA ADDRfSI
Jane Carol Thomas , Elementary Education LexingtOll
Linda Rae Thomas Elementary Education Arcadia, Cal.
Brenda Joan Thompson * * Biological Sciences Ashlans
Gordon S. Thompson" . .. Health, Physical Education Fern Creel
Sharon Eileen Thompson .. .. Biological Science . Berry
John Leo Tobergte .. English . Florence
Roy William Tooms History London
Carol Heffner Trail* Elementary Education Lexington
Linda Carol Toon Elementary Education Louisville
Donna Lynn Trautwein Elementary Education Louisville
Martha Ingalls Traynor ...Elementary Education and Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Washington, D. C.
Karen Lucille Truitt Mathematics Owensboro
Donna Faye Turpin Elementary Education Hamilton, O.
Pamela Carle Ulman" * . Art, History Williamsport, Pa.
John Paul Vandeventer .. Sociology, Economics Lexington
David Bruce Vickery History Lexington
Judith Gail Villines Mathematics Madisonville
Nancy Carroll Wallace English Louisville
Patricia Wilson Walter Biological Science Lexington
Roger Allen Walz .. Business Education-General
Business Ft. Thomas
................ Elementary Education Louisville
............. Elementary Education Nicholasville
............... Elementary Education Lexington
..Elementary Education ........ Covington
..... Elementary Education and Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Lawrenceburg
Linda Joyce Watson Elementary Education I..exington
Forster Watts* * .. ..Chemistry Jackson
Ruby Watts* .. Chemistry. Versailles
Bonnie Sue Webb** Elementary Education Louisville
Carl Wayne Webster English ... Florence
Sandra Hopper Welch Elementary Education.. Lexington
Emily Helen Weldon Elementary Education ... Circleville, 0
Jane Lewis Wells Elementary Education Pikeville
Margaret Ruth Westwood * * Elementary Education Erlanger
Dale Cordell White* Science Darien Center, N. Y,'
Janice Bennett White .. .. Elementary Education Nashville, Tenn.
Ena Jones Whitis* Mathematics Lexington
Susan E. Whilock Elementary Education Lexington
Gloria Rowe Whitt Elementary Education Flatwoods
Donald Blaine Wilder Mathematics Baxter
Julia Frances Wilkey Mathematics Madisonville
Cheryl Lynn Willard.. .. Elementary Education Silver GrovH
Ray Curran Williams History, Political Science Reynoldsburg, 0
Roberta Lou Williams English Cumberland
Ann Winstead .. Biological Sciences Hopkinsville
S. Jane Wisegarver . .. ... Elementary Education Lexington
Barbara Lee Wappes*
Elsie Patrick Ware*
Joan Fuller Warren .....
Gail Vivian Wartmann
Barbara Ann Wash
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966







. Health & Physical
Education Springfield, Va.
KatherineLenore Woodyard** Elementary Education Versailles
MaryRita Wuerth Elementary Education Louisville
SusanWilson Young Elementary Education Homewood, 111.
LindaMary Zavitz Elementary Education Lexington




•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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CHARLES FOSTER HAYWOOD, Dean
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS




Samuel Tunstall Adams .
James Edward Adkins II .
John Peter Adrian ".
Brooks Alexander
Leonard Charles Alvey .
Robin Amyx .
Hugh Franklin Anderson .




Barry William Averill** ..
John Murphy Baker"
William Talbott Baldwin* .
Cicero Christopher 8ar90**




James David Beldon" *
Raymond Kauffman Bell .
Randall Louis Bertrand*
Robert Thomas Blackburn, Jr.







Kirby Bonner Butler, Jr.
Charles Henry Buxton .
Frank Lacy Byron 111*
Bruce Wayne Carey










































* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966




AllanDaniel Chlowitz*.. .. Newark, N. J.
JereErnest Clancy . Lexington
EugeneStratton Clark* Lexington
EmilWinston Collier" * Louisville
JamesWilliam Collier, Jr. * Cynthiana
MurvelEugene Combs * . Owensboro
DaleAllen Conkel . . Lexington
DanielEdgar Connor Owensboro
JacobDonald Conrad" * . .. Bristol, Wis.
TommyEdwin Corn Ashland
JesseRonald Cornett" .. Lexington
Jobmv Charles Cornett" * . Hazard
PaulKingston Cowhig, Jr. * * Bellevue
Charles Kenneth Currens" .. Lexington
DannyLee Curtis .. .. Lexington
DeanJohn Danos" Blue Island, 111.
BenjaminHenry Davis .. Lexington
JohnRichard Schneider Dawkins Independence
WilliamGeier Deatherage, Jr. .. Hopkinsville
AicardoDelgado** . .. San Salvador, c.A.
DavidRussell DeMarcus* Stanford
GeorgeMichael Dew** .. Louisville
Arthur'Casper Dixon . Louisville
MarijanAnthony Dizdar Louisville
JamesThomas Dobbs" Franklin
WilliamMiller Dunlap .. Versailles
MichaelRobert Durcan Plainview, N. Y.
WilliamMaurice Duvall* * .. Fairborn, O.
HaroldKarl Eberenz .. Louisville
JoeWilliam Ewing .. Greensburg
JohnRichard Feusner Lexington
RichardJames Fieber" .. New York, N. Y.





RonaldAllen Flynn * * Lexington
JamesAlexander Foote * Florence
JerryLee Foster Liberty
JaneAngela Freeland** Charleston, W. Va.
PamelaHenry Fritz Reading, Pa.
JanaJoy Gallagher Cumberland
RaymondLee Gentry* Lexington
RobertWallace Gentry .. Lexington
DavidMitchell Gibson .. Versailles
JamesRonald Gossett "" Lexington
StephenPaul Gossman .. .. Louisville
JimmieDale Gray* . Uniontown
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, ,1966
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NAME ADDRESS
Frederick Charles Greaves" Louisville
John Pinney Griff"" ., . Elmira, N. Y.
Stanley Griffith" Lexington
John Rimantas Grigaitis Chicago, III.
William Hamilton Grizzell Mt. Sterling
Gerry Robert Groger , Florence
Terrence Lee Hamilton .. Lexington
Wayne Charles Hamilton" .. Lexington
Beverly Kaye Hammond" Sanders
James Earl Hawkins" Lawrenceburg
Eleanor Congleton Hawse Lexington
James Hite Hays Shelbyville
Neil William Hennessey....................... Lexington
Wallace Eugene Herndon, Jr. Russellville
Allan Gillis Hester Lexington
William Leslie Hohnhorst Covington
David Alan Holladay" .. Louisville
Alonzo Darrell Houston" Lexington
William Owsley Houston** Louisville
Claude William Howard, Jr Lexington
Daniel Scott Howard"""" , Lowmansville
James Rowland Hoxie.... .. Plainfield, N. J.
Gayla Ann Hubbard........ .. Union
Jacqueline Hudson . Lexington
Robert Ross Humphreys" Mt. Sterling
Herbert Frank Hunter........ . Covington
Richard Lynn Jent .. Franklin
Martha Fuqua Johns Lexington
Michael Dale Johnson........ . Lexington
Peter Francis Kesheimer........ .. _............. Lexingto
Barry Steven Konigsford . Wilmette, \11.
David William Koors , Park Hills
Paul Allen Krebs Cynthiana
Joseph Gregory Kryszak .. Menasha, Wis
Rodney Norman Lanthorne Ashland
John Evan Lee . Shepherdsville
Robert Eugene Leitner .. .. .. Louisville
William Haynes Lewis Elizabethtown
David Michael Lind .. Jamestown, N. Y.
Don Chandler Little . Maysville
John Patrick Looney Wytheville, Va.
William Joseph Lozito** .. Lexington
Lewis Schafer Lyons" Lexington
Mark R. Maggard Paintsville
James Bruce Martin........ . Louisville
Marion Dominic Martina Lexington
McGary Undly May........ .. Glasgow
Robert Eugene Maynard.... .. Wellsboro, Pa.
Thomas Patrick McCarthy........ .. ,............... Louisville
....Degree awarded December 21, 1966
* ....Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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NAME ADDRESS
FrankCampbell McCracken, Jr. Paris
larry Ray McElroy* Maceo
DavidLawrence McEwan * Lexington
DavidSeaton McGuire Ashland
DouglasHelton Medley· . Lexington
ParkerJoseph Medley, Jr Owensboro
JosephEdwin Mensah * Monrovia, Liberia





Winston Earl Miller Mt. Sterling
WilliamEarl Moore Lexington




JamesWilson Nelson" * Smithfield
JamesHenry Noble Lexington
ElizabethJane Noe , , Campbellsville
Sandra lynn Noms" , Lexington
BeverlyWells Oates" ,., Louisville
RonaldGlynn Orcutt Latonia
BarryDrake Parks " Kettering, O.
LarryStephen Paul* Mineola, N. Y.
lohn Charles Peters" Charleroi, Pa.
SanfordLee Peyton , Lexington
ClarkeJames Potter II Louisville
larry Glenn Proctor" * , Lexington
RussellAubrey Prow, Jr " Madisonville
AustinCarl Pryor Anchorage
WilliamClark Quill* Louisville
AidaRadoczv" Cress Kill, N. J.
HughChalfant Ratcliff, Jr. * .. Camp Hill, Pa.
WilliamPreston Reach Lexington
ThomasRevely III· , Danville
StanfordLeslie Ritter" Nashville, Tenn.
EarlRay Roberts . . Lexington
James Ruel Robinson, Jr." Fort Wayne, Ind.
Kenneth Scott Robinson Louisville
James Frank Rowland ,........................... . Wilmore
Chester Arthur Rowlett" Lexington
RichardAllen Royse* ,............... . Columbia
CharlesAugust Saladino Paducah
CharlesOren Sanders Berry
GlennPeter Schmidt" Ft. Thomas
GeorgeBladen Schwartzman Buffalo, N. Y.
I HowardJohn Schworm * .. .. . . Winchester
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
•• Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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NAME ADDREll
Michael Lee Seltsam" "." " "" Lexington
David Louis Shelton * * , , Paducah
Samuel Straughan Shouse, Jr. * "....... .. , Lexington
Richard Douglas Siegel* * "" Middletown, O.
Scott S. Skinner "" ",............ Emlyn
Jack William Sialine** ,............. Covington
Joe Linn Sloan ,................................... Paducan
Roy Smallwood, Jr. * " Versailles
Orville Connor Spaulding .. Huntington, W. Va,
Barbara Qulrey Sprague* Sturgil
Hendrick Miller Squires, Jr. * " Louisville
Arthur Coleman Stagg, Jr Lexington
Phillip Bradshaw Stallins "." " .. Louisville
Claybourne Fisher Stephens " Prestonsbua
William Frank Stephens" , .. "............... Lexington
Eugene William Steward . Anchorage
Eugene Alan Stewart , " Brooksville, In~
Gary Lee Stewart ..."" Louisville
Charles Lawrence Stivers ,., ",.......... Waddl
Charles Wesley Stork.. .. "............................ . Lexington
Ottis Travis Stull* * ,., , Russell
Timothy James Sullivan , " So. Ft. Mitchelll
William Henry Sutherland* .. LexingtOli
David Samuel Taylor .. Lexington
James Madison F. Taylor Georgetown
Robert Eugene Terry " " Mt. Sterlil'lJ
Edward Lawson Thacker " , " LexingtCII
Roger Byron Tharp" . .. " Lexingtor
Michael Beard Vairln " . Owensboro
James Michael Van Hook LexingtCII
Thomas Anthony Verzino . Waterbury, Conn
David Wayne Wahl , "......... Lexingt~n
Roy Carlton Wainscott* * . Frankfort
Donald Louis Walker .. Louisvil~
Robert Simpson Walker Lexington
David Porter Ward . , ,............... LaGrang~
James Michael Watts* . Lexingtoo
James Leroy Webb* . Russ!
John Wilson Wharton* Lexinqtc
Lawrence Edward Williams" Lexingtor
Kenneth Eugene Willits** .. Miami, Fla
Robert Wi lIiam Wi Ison .... .......... Lexinqtc
Annie Laurie Wood* Louisvili
Ronald Stuart Wright ..... Ashlan/
Stewart Homer Yonts Lexingtor
* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
*. Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
JOSEPH VINCENT SWINTOSKY, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHARMACY* * *
NAME ADDRESS
ZakiH. Abdullah Lexington
JamesWilliam Ayer . . Hartford
ThomasHarold Barnard Elizabethtown
RichardH. Bellinger .. Danville
WilliamJoseph Bentlev . . South Portsmouth
DonaldDennis Brown .. Bowling Green
WayneJoseph Bye .. Watchung, N.
William Joseph Clinger Ashland
WilliamJoseph Collins Lexington
BernardLester Coomes. . Whitesville
KennethGordon Corey" * Louisville
WilliamBoswell Daugherty, Jr. Hodgenville
jacobLee DeMoss Princeton, Ind.





CharlesLenwood Gore . Columbia
KennethReed Gravett Shelbyville
RoyAllen Greene Sacramento
JosephIgnatius Greenwell 111 .. .. Maysville
OscarBrown Hacker, Jr. Louisville
SamM. Harper III . Lexington
EricHester Herrin Lexington
LloydWayne Housman .... Paducah
JamesMacklin Howze Beaver Dam
DavidSullivan Hunt. . Lexington
Mary.Jane Lawrence . Leitchfield
JohnCarmen Lettieri McKeesport, Pa.
JamesStanford Lewis Bowling Green
DaleDavid McMichael........... Nicholasville
VernonGlane Merrick . Science Hill
lowellDouglas Miller Scottsburg, Ind.
ArthurMoore, Jr. Warfield
MaryPatricia Moynahan . Nicholasville
KennethRay Nighbert Williamsburg
WilliamSamuel Parillo. Bernardsville, N. J .
7S
.. Degree awarded August 5, 1966
... Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
NAME ADDRBl
Gary Allen Perry Stamping Grou~
Robert Lee Phillips South Sholf
James Philip Poore, Jr Pleasure Ridge PaIl.
Bobby Dale Spain** Lexingtoo
Lee Thomas Sparks Central Ciij
Beckham Wayne Sullivan .. . Lexington
LenviJle Robert White .. .. Russell $prirOj\
David Johnson Zibart Louisville
* * Degree awarded August 5, 1966
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
MARCIA ALLENE DAKE, Dean
NAME
Kathryn Mary Bass .
DianeEubank Bowling







MarlaJean Foster .. _
CaroleAnn Glass
MarilynnEleanor Hilge .




Kaye Ann Kreutzer ....
Margaret Alexandra Mathers .





































.. Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
............... Lexington














... Wellsville, N. Y.
. Louisville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN NURSING'"
.. Degree awarded August 5, 1966
... Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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CHARLES PARKER GRAVES, Dean
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE'"
NAME
Arnold Kent Ballard
Reid Boswell Bishop, Jr.
William Foster Bogie
Charles Jerome Budd
William Miller Carroll, Jr.**




Samuel Hampton Halley III
Charles Allen Hutchison
Allan Russell Johnson ...
Frank Michael Mattone* *
Louis R. Owen, Jr."




















* Degree awarded December 21, 1966
"'* Degree awarded August 5, \ 966"'** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all recuie-
menta are met
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SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
JOSEPH HAMBURG, Dean




Joyce DeGraffenreid* . Lexington
Chariann Hanson. . Mt. Prospect, III.
Beverly Harris Komara , Lexington
Sally Ray Ledford * * Mt. Sterling
Mary Patricia Spencer Louisville
Rebecca Wan* Hong Kong, China
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHYSICAL THERAPY***
NAME ADDRESS
Donna Sue Albright Chattanooga, Tenn.
Carolyn Sue Darnell York
Pamela Gay Metcalf . Lexington
L. Jean Ragland Points Lexington
• Degree awarded December 21, 1966




Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either
of the above honors if he attains a standing of .2 higher than the three-year
requirement.
Those students eligible for these awards are identified by the white braided
cord worn on the left shoulder.
GRADUATED "WITH HIGH DISTINCTION"
Steven Lynn Beshear" *
Andrew Pickens Collins
Lewis Berkley Davis"
Martha Fairleigh May* *
Veronica Jane Rough**






















TO BE GRADUATED WITH COMMENCEMENT HONORS'"
Sarah J. H. Adams







John Baynard Baxley, Jr.
Cynthia Joan Branaman
Macye H. Buckner





• Degree awarded December 21, 1966
** Degree awarded August 5, 1966


















be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
BO
William Leslie Ginger III
Kathleen Vivian Goodman

































Roberta Jean Denton O'Nan





























Honors in Classics-Charles Russell Current
Honors in Economics-Ralph Edwards Wesley
Honors in Geology-Edward Vance Peck *
Honors in Journalism-Thomas Sweeney Williams
Honors in Sociology-Marilyn Darlene Shertzer
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM***
Those students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue
and white cord worn on the right shoulder.
Charles Embry Anderson





















~ Degree awarded December 21, 1966
H* Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 8, 1967, if all require-
ments are met
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION'S
FACULTY AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni As-
sociationestablished four annual awards, of $500 each, to be presented annually
to members of the University teaching and research staffs who, during the pre-
cedingtwo-year period on campus, had achieved distinction in writing and lor re-
searchand teaching. In 1966-67 an additional teaching award was established.
Thepurpose of the awards is to recognize achievement in these fields and to en-
courage further effort.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1967 TEACHING AWARDS ARE:
James Philip Noffsinger
Nicholas Joseph Pisacano




THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
In 1966 Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. Sang of Chicago, Illinois, established a
$3,000award to recognize annually the member of the graduate faculty who has
made the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University
ofKentucky.
THE FIRST RECIPIENT OF THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
FOR 1967 IS:
George Ernest Mitchell, Jr.
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of
theUniversityof Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student
ofthe University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who
shallhave some interest in, association with or relation to the University of Ken-
tucky,official or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously
appropriate.
Johnnie Keilene Cross, Graduating Woman
Clyde Lewis Kirtley, Graduating Man
Thomson Ripley Bryant, Citizen
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DOCTOR OF LAWS DEGREE
CITATIONS FOR
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS
WILLIAM BOLLING ARTHUR-journalist, editor, and humanitarian; a son of f
this Commonwealth and of this University whose professional achievement hal
brought him international renown; as Chief of the Press Branch in the War Depart.
ment during World War II, his contribution was rewarded with the Legion of
Merit decoration, and the 1948 Freedom Foundation Award; his leading editorial
roles with one of this nation's most significant magazines clearly mark him as one
of the architects of modern human communication; many social and educational
movements have been strengthened by his efforts; his talents, energy, and values
make him one of Kentucky's finest bequests to the Nation,
DONALD C. COOK-lawyer, economic leader, and public servant; once dlstln.
guished chairman of the Federal Securities and Exchange Commission; aide to the
Department of Justice and the Federal Congress; major executive in the power
industry; trustee for some of America's great educational enterprises; his dedica.
tion to public and private endeavors, his contribution to the scholarly and protes-
sional literature in the fields of law and finance warrant society's respect and
gratitude.
ALLAN MITCHELL TROUT-interpreter of this Commonwealth for nearly forty
years he has informed Kentuckians about themselves; as a newspaper writer and
columnist he has shown how this profession can singularly serve the public interest;
his integrity and fairness are undoubted; his analysis of Kentucky government and
politics has rarely failed to enlighten; his valuable labors for the betterment of
the Commonwealth earned the first Governor's Medallion awarded for such en-
deavor; this University is proud to join the many who speak with admiration of
his service.
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ROBERTSUTTON WHITNEY~musician, teacher, conductor, and pioneer in the
arts;for thirty years he has directed the affairs of the Louisville Orchestra; his
endeavorshave brought beauty and inspiration into the lives of countless Ken-
tuckiansof all ages as the Louisville Orchestra traversed the Commonwealth; his
fineleadership of the School of Music in the University of Louisville has strength-
enedthe arts both on and beyond his campus; his redoubtable advocacy of con-
temporarymusic has made him internationally beloved and respected; today the
artsthrive in this Commonwealth because of the labors and talent of this man.
DOCTOR OF SCI ENCE DEGREE
FRANCISMILTON MASSIE~eminent practitioner and teacher of medicine and
surgery;his persisting concern for the improved health of the Commonwealth
culminatedwith the establishment of this University's Medical Center, an event
whichowed much to him; in professional, civic, and cultural affairs, he has long
beena leader, giving of his rich insight and energy without stint; the students and
facultyof this University are especially in his debt; for this rich life so broadly
absorbedin human betterment, our campus and our Commonwealth are profoundly
grateful.
MORRISCHERAGC-for nearly half a century a scholar devoted to the advance-
mentof science in the life of this campus and among its students; the early
developmentof studies at this University in the biological sciences is a story largely
ofhis making; ever willing to serve his students, his colleagues, and his comrnu-
nily,his career in microbiology has also been marked by achievement in research
andparticipation in the national affairs of biology; his work is among the memor-
ableendeavors within the first century of our University.
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I rus cnarge eric me pleoge wmcn I
were written by Dr. Frank L McVey, Pre.
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940. Each graduating class since
1917 has heard the charge and taken the
accompanying pledge.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new reo
lotion to the University, to the State and to Life. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The Stale
now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do
your part in the government, development and guidanceI
of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the Stote is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes thot you
will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for
what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material com
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interesl
in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In
your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to
be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women
of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted
to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship
of the University. It is right and filting that you should




In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with a strong sense of
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service
of God and my fellow man.
In testimony of your conduct and purpose, the Uni-
versity Senate recommending, the Board of Trustees of
the University has conferred upon you the Diploma of
the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal of the University.
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ALMA MATER"
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we 'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
• Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilou.s fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
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